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'Smiles all around'from board actions

SPORTS:
The Murray High
golf Tigers claimed
the prestigious Marshall County Invitational by two
strokes. Page 8

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
There should be smiles all
around as some students in the
Murray city school system can
look forward to new classrooms
next fall, while property owners

in the city school district will be
relieved to hear of a slight
decrease in their tax bills.
The renovations and additions
at the district's four school centers will not come cheaply, as
school officials have estimated a
$1.8 million price tag on the

projects.
However, residents with property in the local school district
will see a slight reduction in their
tax rate, from 36.1 cents per $100
of assessed valuation to 36 cents
per $100. School officials said
the decrease isn't dramatic, but

Council proceeds with
Chestnut Street project
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
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The public works committee of
the Murray City Council gave
preliminary approval to improvements to Chestnut Street at a special meeting Monday.
The approval gave public
works and planning officials the
go-ahead to assemble cost figures
before the full council is
approached with the plans.
"This project would be a twolane road with a turning lane in
the center. The radius at each
intersection would be widened
for easier turning. The existing
right-of-way the state owns is
sufficient for the road," said Mac
Fins, the city's director of
engineering.
The curb and gutter project
would run only from Fourth to
12th Street. Fitts said some utility
relocation would be necessary. In
return for the city's moving all
utilities and furnishing right-ofway, the state will pay all con-

struction and development costs.
He said because the road is a
state-owned highway, the state
requires one lane to remain open
at all times during construction.
The two alternatives for completing the project were having
the state include it in its Six-Year
Plan or entering into a costsharing plan where the city furnishes the right-of-way, according to City Planner Don Elias.
According to figures presented
by Elias, Chestnut Street is the
second-highest traveled street in
Murray, surpassed only by 12th
Street. Traffic studies have
shown approximately 13,000 vehicles a day use Chestnut Street.
Elias said a study done in 1968
projected Main Street to have
15,000 a day in 1990 and Chestnut Street 7,000. He said that
trend has reversed, leaving Main
Street with 8,000 and Chestnut
with 13,000 vehicles daily.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry said
(Cont'd on page 2)

it's still a drop.
Jerry Burkeen, the school district's finance 'officer, said the
recent property re-assessments,
mandated by the state, will provide an additional $17,000 for the
district even though the tax rate
is less.

"There was a $5 million
growth in assessments, which
accounts for the total going up,"
Burke,en said in Monday afternoon's special-called meeting of
the Murray Board of Education.
(Cont'd
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PC in the park

CYRUS AFZALI/Ledger & Times photo
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By GINA HANCOCK
Wormy Ledger & Times Staff Writer

WORLD
WASHINGTON — A major
international drug bust is providing new evidence of extensive ties between the oldworld style Italian Mafia and
rapidly expanding Colombian
drug cartels, U.S. law enforcement officials say, Page 3

Now in Kentucky, it is a time
of change. A time of uncharted
courses.
For Dr. Janice Weaver, it is a
historic time.

"I know of no other time in
history when a state legislature
has taken a fundamental set of
assumptions and then tried to
pass a coherent law on eduation,"
said Weaver, dean of the Murray
State University College of
Education.

In an effort to become more
aggressive in marketing and
industrial recruitment for Murray
and Calloway County, Chamber
of Commerce executive-dirctor
Steve Zea will leave Oct. 5 for
Toronto to meet with industries
there.
Zea will return Oct. 8 and will
give a general report to the
Chamber at next month's
meeting.
During the Board of Directors
meeting Monday, Zea reported
that the recent membership drive

LOUISVILLE — High school
teachers who complained that
they had to scrounge for
resources to use in a Kentucky
Studies course prompted the
idea for a Kentucky history
book. Page 3

FORECAST

Mayfield wet-dry
ballot held today

Tonight, clear and cold. Low
around 40. Light northeast
wind. Wednesday, sunny. High
near 70.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.4, -0.4; below 305.5, 0.0
BARKLEY LAKE
356.3, -0.5; below 315.9, +0.6
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Before the Kentucky Education that schedule.
That should all change under
Reform Act passed in 1991,
Weaver said the state's educa- KERA, which, Weaver said, is
tional system was "very the first of its kind in the nation.
"Other states have passed some
oppressive."
reforms before but never
major
aside
A block of time was set
teacher
a
and
subject
for each
was not supposed to vary from (Coned on page 2)

Zea to meet with Toronto industries

A taxing procedure
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The fundamental set of
assumptions she is referiing to
are: (1) all children can learn and
learn more than we thought; and
(2) teachers have the ability to
teach and so give them authority
to design and be in charge of
curriculum.

GINA HANCOCX/Ledger & Times photo

Murray City Clerk Jo Crass goes through the 1992 city tax bills
31.
before mailing them on Monday. The bills are due by Oct.
open
be
will
office
her
mailing,
late
of
the
because
Crass said that
on Saturdays later in October.

Voters in Mayfield were to
decide that city's status concerning legal sales of alcohol
today in a special "wet-dry"
vote.
The city last held such an
election in 1983, with the
local-option measure failing
by approximately 600 votes
out of about 4,400 cast.
This year, however, the
"wet" forces have gained the
backing of community leaders,
including some elected officials, business leaders, and
even some ministers.
If the measure passes. Mayfield would become only the
fourth "wet" territory in the
Jackson Purchase. The cities
of Paducah and Fulton and the
Leeder Bottom area of
McCracken County currently
allow legal sales of alcohol.

netted 83 new members. Over
700 members attended the annual
cookout Sept. 10.
Zea said they are busy tabulating the membership surveys that
have been returned. He was
pleased with the 40 percent membership response.
There are tentative plans for
bringing the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Small Business
Administration's mobile unit to
Murray. The unit serves as a
resource base for small
businesses.

Zea said there are also tentative plans to hold a Small Business Development week in April.
The Chamber has applied for
the Kentucky Certified Cities
Program. Murray has been
awarded that designation from
the state chamber office for the
last few years. Zea said the certification recognizes that the community is working on economic
development.
Christmas Open House has
(Cont'd on page 2)

Perot says he'll go all
out to win if he runs
By EVAN RAMSTEAD
Associated Press Writer

DALLAS — Dallas billionaire
Ross Perot today promised that if
he relaunches his presidential
race he will go all out to win but
added he will not be hurt if his
followers disband and support the
other candidates.
Perot said on NBC's "Today"
show he told his volunteers Monday after they met with representatives of President Bush and
Democrat Bill Clinton that if they
wanted to support either side it
would be all right with him.
He said he would abide by the
decision of his volunteers on
whether he should join the race
and promised a decision by
Thursday.
State coordinators leaving the

meeting in Dallas on Monday
seemed firm in saying they
wanted to see Perot back in the
race.
Perot said he told them: "My
feelings are not going to be hurt
if you decide to support the
Democrats or the Republicans or
if you decide to break up and
support both."
He said his message was:
"Let's not get carried off on our
group, on our real or imagined
candidate or whatever — let's
just decide whats right and do
it." He acknowledged the volunteers were disappointed when he
pulled out.
"Certainly they were disappointed," he said. "But these are
grown people, these are tough

-

Associated Prate WOW

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Brereton Jones says he has
given up hope of a special legislative session in November
to deal with health care.
He hopes now for a session early in 1993, Jones said in
a news conference Monday.
"This is not one of those issues that's going to get less
complicated or easier as time goes on," he said. But "we
are more interested in doing it properly than in doing it
quickly."
Early this month, Jones called for legislation to guaran-
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tee health insurance for all Kentucky residents.
But there were numerous questions about its cost,
mechanics and effect on employers who don't now provide
coverage for workers.
Jones got no encouragement for a November session
of
from leaders of the General Assembly or the chairmen
es.
its House and Senate budget committe
Like them, he had questions about the cost of his proposal and "wasn't comfortable" with estimates supplied by
an Atlanta actuary, Jones said.
The administration last week hired a new actuarial firm,
William M. Mercer Inc. of New York, to calculate pretax'
mium costs. Jones said he was not inclined to seek a
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No special health-care session in November, Jones says
By CHARLES WOLFE
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increase for health care.
The governor said he also planned to call a special session for enactment of ethics legislation, but its timing
would depend on legislative leadership.
He would not attempt to tackle health-care reform and
governmental ethics in the same session, Jones said. "We
don't want to allow any kind of controversy from one to
spill over to the other," he said.
Kentucky's constitution limits the General Assembly's
regular sessions to 60 days every two years. The legislature can be called into special session at any time by the
governor, who controls its agenda but cannot set its
adjournment date.
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Leading indicators drop 0.2 percent
eerily repeating last year's performance in which a strong first
half was followed by a string of
weak numbers as the recovery
from the 1991-92 recession
faltered.
Today's report and other glum
statistics in recent weeks have
caused some economists to fear
that the country could be heading
for a "triple dip," in which economic activity stalls for a third

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
easeetsisal Press Ilwawsatles View
WASHINGTON — The government's chief economic forecasting gauge fell 0.2 percent in
August, the second decline in the
past three months, as the economy continued to suffer widespread weakness, the Commerce
Department said today.
The decline in the department's Index of Leading Indicators followed a slight 0.1 percent
increase in July and a 0.3 percent
June decline, which had been the
first drop in six months.
The index of 11 forwardpointing economic statistics is

The latest report added to the
bad economic news facing President Bush in his re-election bid
and it virtually ensures that whoever is sworn in as president in
January will he confronted with a

very weak economy. The leading
index is designed to predict economic activity anywhere from
three to nine months down the
road.
Economists were braced for
even worse news later in the
week with the release Friday of
the unemployment report for September. Many expected that this
report, the last look at the most
politically sensitive economic
statistic before the election,
would show the nation's jobless
rate edging up to 7.7 percent as
the economy is hit with a new
wave of layoffs.
For August, the decline in the
leading index was widespread

with seven of the 11 statistics
posting setbacks.
The largest setback occurred in
the price of raw materials. Falling
prices for basic commodities are
seen as a negative because they
often indicate falling demand.
Other negative influences came
from weekly unemployment
claims, which edged up during
August, business delivery times,
a drop in the backlog of unfilled
manufacturing orders and a
decline in demand for consumer
goods. In addition, building permits were also down and growth
in the nation's money supply
slowed.

`Smiles all around'from board actions...
(Cont'd from pip 1)
In 1991-92, the 36.1 rate
brought in approximately
S771,000, but school officials are
expecting nearly $788,000 in
1992-93 with the new rate.
Also, the board agreed to a
change in the school district's
facility plan by bumping up the
new construction project at
Robertson Elementary, expected
to cost $800,000, in front of the
construction and renovation - project at Carter Elementary.
Superintendent W.A. Franklin
said; in a letter to the Kentucky
Department of Education, that the
reprioritizing of Robertson is critical to the development of the
primary program,for the 1992-93
school year. Currently, grade
three is housed in Carter, while

kindergarten through grade two is
housed in Robertson.
"This change would permit us
to add sufficient classrooms at
Robertson to develop the pnmary
program," Franklin said in his
letter. "Otherwise, we could not
undertake the necessary capital
construction to give us a K-3
organization."
Thc change in pnorities will
have to be approved by the state
Department of Education's division of facilities management, but
Franklin said the proposal should
have no difficulty.
After the change approved
Monday, the priorities are:
*Construct three classrooms
for preschool and three-four yearold handicapped program.

*Provide major renovation at
Murray Middle. This would
Include adding a computer lab,
site-based office and conference
room to the facility. The project
is expected to run nearly
S775,000.
*Construct a computer lab and
site-based office and conference
room at the high school. Franklin
said the computer lab has already
been completed.
•Build a physical education
facility, library, music classroom,
remedial math and speech classroom, computer - lab, site-based
office and conference room, and
family reso&crce area at
Robertson.
Also included would be the
installation of a new gym floor at

the high school, a project
expected to cost $100,000.
Franklin estimated that the four
projects should be completed by
the start of school next fall, with
most of the construction going on
during the summer.
"There are some big if's in
there, but it's a pretty realistic
goal," said the superintendent.
In other news, the board;
.Accepted the annual performance review, which will be published Thursday in the Murray
Ledger and Times.
*Agreed to apply for a Chapter
II grant totaling 58,900. The
grant will be used to fund an
elementary counselor's position
to work with at-risk children and
for staff development at the
Western Kentucky Co-Op.

Local News Roundup
MONDAY ACCIDENT LEAVES TWO INJURED

Two persons were injured in a two-car accident Monday at 7:43 a.m. at the
intersection of Frontage Road and Northwood Drive in Murray. According to
Murray Police Department reports, Michael E. Blakely, 17, of Matinsville,
Ind., who was southbound on Frontage Road near Northwood Drive in a
1970 Volkswagen, stated that his brakes failed causing his vehicle to enter
the intersection where it hit a 1987 Ford driven by Nancy Flack, 35, 1109
Olive St., Murray. Flack and Brandy Catherson, 15, of Hazel, a passenger in
Blakely's vehicle, were transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by
ambulance for treatment of injuries. The Murray Fire Department's rescue
vehicle also responded.

EDDYVILLE MAN CRITICALLY INJURED MONDAY

An Eddyville man was taken to Regional Medical Center in Madisonville
after sustaining a critical wound to his abdomen in an assault Monday at
6:30 p.m. on the Eddy Creek Road 12 miles south of Eddyville. According to
Kentucky State Police reports, Andrew N. Espie, 31, suffered a gunshot
wound in the incident. State police arrested Ray L. Bozarth, 33, Rt. 1 Eddyville, and charged him with first degree assault and carrying a concealed
deadly weapon. The incident reportedly occurred at the Bozarth residence
where Bozarth allegedly shot Espie once with a .308 caliber rifle. A search
warrant was executed at Bozarth's residence where police found a small
amount of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Warrants are expected to be
issued today charging Bozarth with cultivating marijuana, violation of the
drug paraphernalia law and possession of marijuana. Bozarth was lodged in
the Caldwell County Jail. State police Trooper Dave Cornett was the arresting officer. Assisting Cornett were Trooper Albert Stinson and the Lyon
County Sheriff's Department.

Marilyn Quayle knocks
Clinton on farm policies
experience and his environmental
policies would hurt farming.
"I think every farmer should
stand up and be counted in this
election because a vote for Bill
Clinton is a vote to end the family farm," Mrs. Quayle said to
loud applause.
Dave Wofford, state director of
the Clinton campaign, called that
assertion a "ridiculous charge''
and said the number of family
farms in Kentucky had declined
by 2 percent each year since
President Bush and Quayle were
elected in 1988.

By BOB LEWIS
Assoclatod Press Writer

OWENSBORO, Ky. — Democrat Bill Clinton will bring the
same lean times to farmers if
elected president that President
Carter's 1980 grain embargo.
against the Soviet Union did,
Marilyn Quayle said.
Vice President Dan Quayle's
wife ended a day of campaigning
in Kentucky on Monday by telling nearly 1,300 students at Dayiess County High School that
Clinton's lack of foreign trade

Weaver excited over KERA's historic..
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(Cont'd from page 1)
been set for Nov. 15. The Chamber has also planned a Christmas
program for Dec. 4 in city park.
The Christmas parade and the
Hanging of the Green ceremony
at Murray State University will
also be that weekend.
Zea noted that two Calloway
County farms will be recognized
by the Kentucky Bicentennial
Committee. They are the Hiram
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(Cont'd from page 1)
people they don't wander around
emotion driven.., my only concern is that they vote ... whatever
you do vote, don't sit at home,
don't sit it out."
He said that if he did get back
in he would go all out to win and
added that if that meant being at
a presidential debate proposed for
Sunday in San Diego he would be
on hand. "If they want me to be
there, sure I will go," he said.
It was unclear that the debate
would take place, since Bush and
Clinton are at odds over the
format.
Despite unprecedented meetings Monday with top representatives of President Bush and Bill
Clinton, many coordinators of
Perot's state petition drives said
they still wanted their man to reenter the race he abandoned in
July.
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Riley farm, which is 100 years
old, and the Lassiter farm, which
is 150 years old.
Business After Hours will be
held at Lace and Ivy on Oct. 22.
That same day Charles Frace will
be at the Gallery from 3 to 4 p.m.
Zea said a report should come
soon from the Healthcare Task
Force, led by Dr. Richard
Crouch.
Book Rack is the business of
the month.

sociology, history and philosophy
of education.
With mandated education,
Weaver said teachers were.
viewed as public servants.
"Because it was taxpayer
money being spent, the public did
not view the status and obligations of teachers in the same way
as independent practitioners such
as lawyers," she said.
Weaver said that until the
1900s, a teacher could not be
married, so the stereotype developed that the profession -was
"women's work." After World
War II and the establishment of
the G.I. hill, men began entering
the field.
"KERA is giving back the
power to the teachers. They are
professionals. I think they all
look forward to having more say
in their classrooms," she said.
Weaver noted the lack of
national attention being focused
on Kentucky's reform efforts.
She has worked in educational
systems around the country and is
familiar with the arrogance of
other educators.
"For many, it hasn't been done
if it didn't happen on the East or
West coasts," she said.
A native of Owensboro, Weaver said she returned to Kentucky
eight years ago because she
wanted to give back to a state she
learned so much from.

Perot...

Twin

SPRING
AIR

construction design done in the
spring," he said.
Cherry said the city went
through the same process in completing the 16th and Main
project.

Zea to meet with...

Powell&Satterfield,Inc.
,
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Some of the changes include a
greater emphasis on writing and
keeping portfolios, as well as
active learning exercises in all
subjects. Testing has been
changed also.
The new assessment program
is designed to break from standardized achievement tests. The
test includes multiple-choice and
short-essay questions and performance tasks that call for students
to solve simulated, real-life _
problems.

Council proceeds...
(Cont'd from page I)
it vvill likely he next fall before
work begins on the project.
"The preliminary design is
done by the district engineer who
will have to take them and have a

State Ac Local Tax Exempt
Rated • Aaa/AAA
6.53 Yield to Oct. 1, 1994 Call (g 104.45
Subject to Availability or Change in price
For information call: Jack Lessenberry
1-800-723-2663 or (501)664-0201
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(C•ont'd from page 1)
like KERA. Not only did the
legislators try to make the best
bill they could, but they also tried
to honestly fund it," said Weaver.
Weaver doesn't try to hide her
excitement about KERA, yet she
is quick to say the law is not a
perfect document.
"If Kentucky can make this
work, we can show that schools
can be overhauled. This may be
the last and only hope for public
education in America," she said.

Weaver said some of the practices are not entirely new to the
classrooms and were developed
in the 1960s and '70s.
"What happened then was that
the ways we worked with students became more important
than content," said Weaver.
She said 15 years of research is
now guiding educators.
Until recently, the United
States was the envy of the world
educationally. But in recent
years, the country's ranking has
slipped well below other nations.
Weaver said part of the world
standings are based on only the
top 10 percent of a foreign
nation's top students, whereas the
United States tries to educate
every child.
"If Kentucky's public school
system can reach the performance
level of other nations, then we
really will have reached worldclass standards which is the
KERA motto," she said.
Increased involvement in the
educational development has
focused attention on the fact that
teachers, after all, are
professionals.
"I know it has been our history
that we are not treated as professionals. I believe that goes back
to when the United States
adopted mandated education,"
Weaver said.
Her work has been in the
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Kentucky history book fills void for teachers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -.
High school teachers who complained that they had to scrounge
for resources to use in a Kentucky Studies course prompted the
idea for a Kentucky history book.
"The last three years. I have
used whatever I could find —
park brochures, highway maps,"
said Martha Francis, a teacher at
Lincoln County High School who
approached James Klotter with
the idea for the textbook in 1989.
The result is "Our Kentucky:
A Study of the Bluegrass State,"
and what Klotter believes is the
first history of the state geared
toward high school students. The
book was published this summer
by the University of Kentucky
Press in collaboration with the
Kentucky Bicentennial Commission. Funding came from the
Ashland Oil Foundation and the
Kentucky Humanities Council.

Before he set out to edit the
book, Klotter checked several
U.S. history textbooks to find out
how many times they mentioned
Kentucky.
In some, he couldn't find any
references to the state. In a textbook used by his daughter in
high school, he found one entry
— a brief reference to Kentucky
Sen. Alben Barkley, who served
as vice president during the Truman administration. But there
was no mention that Barkley was
also majority leader of the U.S.
Senate.
"It does make it hard for
teachers to bring Kentucky in as
an example" in history classes,
said Klotter, director of the Kentucky Historical Society.
Public school students are
required to study Kentucky history and geography only in the
fourth grade. To Klotter, the min-

Omit state requirement coupled
-with the small number of districts
offering the Kentucky Studies
course was troubling. The elective was taught in 55 school districts last year.
It means "that if a college
doesn't require a course in Kentucky history, you could go
through teacher training without
having it at all," he said. "You
could go back to elementary
school (to teach Kentucky history) having never had it since
the fourth grade."
To keep that from happening in
the future, Francis used a grant
from the Kentucky Humanities
Council to design the textbook
with the help of teachers from
across the state. They asked Kentucky scholars to write chapters
and conducted an essay contest
for high school students — the
top 17 essays were included in

the text.
The essays provide interesting
tidbits about the state, including
"The Heyday of Quicksand," a
town whose turn-of-the century
timber industry "touched off one
of the largest economic booms
ever witnessed in Eastern Kentucky." A 19th-century Kentucky
physician who pioneered surgical
techniques is the subject of "The
Medical Successes of Dr. Walter
Brashear."
Susan McCulloch-Vislisel, an
English teacher at the Brown
School in Louisville, served on
the team that designed the textbook and established the themes
the teachers wanted covered. She
said the first list of suggested
authors "started out as all white,
miie professors." After pushing
for more diversity, the teachers
settled on a list of 20 contributors.

7 percent of'91 preschoolers
lacked required immunizations

News of the World
A FINAL VETO CONFRONTATION

WASHINGTON — Congress faces its final veto confrontations of the year
with President Bush, a tax bill and spending decisions for the coming year
as it rushes to adjourn a month before the election. Lawmakers eager to go
home and campaign for re-election have set Monday as their deadline to
wrap up the session, although no one will be surprised it they're still here
the next day. "I'm still determined to complete action by the close of business Monday night," Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, 0-Maine,
said. Looming in the House on Wednesday is a vote to override Bush's veto
of a bill that would require large employers to guarantee most workers up to
12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave for the birth or adoption of a child
or to care for a sick relative.

PEROT ASKS SUPPORTERS WHAT TO DO

DALLAS— Ross Perot gave supporters of his on-again, off-again presiden-

tial campaign until Thursday to tell him whether he should launch an "all
out," last-minute drive for the White House. Despite unprecedented meetings Monday with top representatives of President Bush and Bill Clinton,
many coordinators of Perot's state petition drives said they still wanted their
man to re-enter the race he abandoned in July. "He should get back in the
race," said James Boutelle, the Connecticut leader. "He's a positive force."
The Bush and Clinton delegations tried to sell the Perot faithful on their
proposals to fix the economy in the hopes that the Dallas billionaire would
stay out of the race and his supporters would vote Republican or
Democratic.

MILK MAY NOT BE GOOD FOR CHILDREN

BALTIMORE — Cookies and milk may never be the same. Child care expert
Dr. Benjamin Spock, who long advocated drinking cow's milk, is joining several other doctors in questioning its nutritional value and warning of the possible harm it can cause some children. "Parents have been doing their duty
as they were taught by medicine and dietetics and forcing milk (on their
children). We have to get parents over that," Spock said in a telephone
interview Monday. Spock was scheduled to appear at a news conference
today in Boston with Dr. Frank A. Oski, director of pediatrics at Johns Hopkins University, and Dr. Neal Barnard, president of the Physicians Committee
for Responsible Medicine, a nonprofit association of 2,000 doctors that
promotes preventive medicine and alternatives to animal research.

REVERSE DISCRIMINATION AT BERKELEY

SAN FRANCISCO — In a throwback to the Allan Bakke case, a Bush administration civil rights office has found that the prestigious law school at the
University of California at Berkeley discriminates against whites. The U.S.
Education Department said Monday a program that set goals of 23 percent
to 27 percent minority enrollment at Boalt Hall School of Law amounted to a
racial quota. The university denied using quotas but agreed to modify its
program, starting with next year's entering class. "We think that we will not
have to compromise our goals," said the school's dean, Herma Hill Kay.
Boalt Hall is the first law school investigated by the Education Department's
Office for Civil Rights.

'HATRED IS HIP. KILLING IS COOL'

BOSTON — Carjackings. Knockout. "Ride-by" shootings on bicycles. Wilding. One expert says they are crimes of fashion, old offenses with nasty new
twists, and they are catching on with many troubled youngsters. "Hatred is
hip. Killing is cool," said Jack Levin, a professor of sociology and criminology at Northeastern University. "We're seeing a callous disregard for human
life that we've never seen before." Trendiness and youthfulness have
always gone together. But teen fads used to be mostly harmless —
greased-back hair, leather jackets, streaking. "Fifteen, 20 years ago we
thought of initiation rites as 'I dare you to drink this,— said the Rev. Graylan
Ellis-Hagler, a minister in Washington. "But that's not even a dare any longer. That's lightweight stuff." Carjackings, often involving teens, have
spread in recent months to half a dozen major cities, claiming at least seven
lives in the Washington area alone.

LINKS FOUND BETWEEN MAFIA, COLOMBIANS

WASHINGTON— A major international drug bust is providing new evidence
of extensive ties between the old-world style Italian Mafia and rapidly
expanding Colombian drug cartels, U.S. law enforcement officials say. "The
Colombians have chosen Italy as their warehouse to store cocaine for distribution throughout Europe," Greg Passic, chief financial investigator of the
Drug Enforcement Administration, said Monday. "That makes sense," he
added. "Italy is the biggest cocaine customer" in Europe. Authorities have
suspected for months that the Colombians, lacking their own distribution
network in Europe, are joining with Italian organized crime leaders, particularly in Sicily. The goal is to expand beyond the United States, where the
cocaine market appears to be saturated.

MEXICO, PRESS BREAKING RELATIONSHIP

MEXICO CITY — The Mexican government has started breaking off its intimate — some say incestuous — relationship with the national press, which
for decades has sung its praises in return for cash and favors. The presidential press office recently announced that Mexican news media now must
pay for the expenses of their reporters traveling abroad with President Carlos Salinas de Gortari. It is the first step in a campaign to end a system that
has bred corruption and seriously harmed the media s credibility. "The journalist ends up writing not for society, but for his sponsors," said Rafael Cardona, director of Epoca magazine and a former government press officer.
"The press offices pay for publication of what they want and then they end
up believing what is published."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Seven percent of Kentucky children entering kindergarten in 1991
lacked the legally required immunizations, according to a state
report.
Measles cases have jumped
dramatically as the immunization
rate lagged, the Department for
Health Services said.
Forty percent of kindergartenage children were late in getting
a series of shots they should have
had by age 2. That left them
unprotected from a range of serious and potentially deadly diseases during preschool years, the
department said.

By the second year, children
should have received four DTP
— diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis
— vaccinations, three polio vaccinations and one for measles,
mumps and rubella, the department said in a report released Friday. All eight vaccinations are
required for school entry under
Kentucky law.
Public health officials also
recommend four shots by 15
months for a particularly dangerous flu strain, three doses of
hepatitis-B vaccine beginning at
birth and another measles shot
before entering sixth grade.

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital ambulance personnel
were omitted from the portion of
Mdnday's "Rescue 911" story
listing the emergency agencies
responding to the personal injury
accident in April on Ky. 94.
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Professional
Real Estate
Office
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet
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"I want your
real estate business"

, `Total Comtnitintrit
to Service'

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th & Main

753-0489

Baldwin
Annual
Piano Sale
1 Console Plano Walnut Finish,
Traditional Style
Reg $3495.00

BRONCO
WHEELBARROW

The following inmates convicted in our area are eligible to
meet the Kentucky Parole Board
in November:
• Darrell Embry
• Robert L. Noel
• Eugene Outland
• Nathan Randall
• Terry Stubblefield
• Marty Wilson
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ham, Inez,. who heads Ford's
campaign in Martin County; and
Harlan County Judge-Executive
Delzina Belcher.
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UPS Pick-Up
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till March 1993
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Ford forms'Women's Network'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford's campaign announced formation of a
group to organize a statewide
women's vote for the Democratic
incumbent.
It will continue as a permanent
advisory committee after the
November election, the campaign
said Monday.
The group was organized as a
network with dozens of women in
each congressional district.
A campaign statement said
first lady Libby Jones is statewide chairwoman, with these district co-chairwomen:
1st District — Shirley Menendez, Paducah, an educator and
Democratic National Convention
delegate; state Democratic Vice
Chairwoman Gayle Rogers, Princeton; and June Robinson, Russellville, chairwoman of the
Logan County Democratic
Executive Committee.
2nd District — Elizabethtown
Mayor Pat Durbin and Sunny
Day, a paralegal in Spencer
County.
3rd District — Carol Armstrong, Louisville, wife of Jeffer-.
son County Judge-Executive
David Armstrong; Madeline
Abramson, wife of Louisville
Mayor Jerry Abramson; and
Marsha Weinstein, Prospect,
executive director of the Kentucky Commission on Women.
4th District — Robin Crigler,
Walton, former director of the
Kentucky Commission on
Women; Elissa May Plattner,
Camp Spring, partner in a realestate development firm; and
Maxine Glenn, Erlanger, president of the Kenton County
Democratic Women's Club.
5th District — Margy Johns,
Somerset, assistant to the dean of
academic affairs at Somerset
Community College; Sara Calla-
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1 Baby Grand Black
Reg $10,500.00
1 Pecan Console Traditional Style
Reg $3,495.00
1 Cherry Spinet, Queen Style
Reg $3,195.00
1 Baldwin Organ With All The
Goodies - Easy Play
Reg $2,295.00
1 Oak Console Traditional Style
Reg $3,595 00
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Free Delivery Free Tuning In Home

Thurman's
FURNITURE
208 Main St., Murray, Ky.
Store Hours 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

753-4834
on.-Sat.
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CHERRY CORN
BAPTIST CHURCH
September 30 - October 4
Services Wed.-Sat. at 7:00 p.m.

ROUND-UP SUNDAY
*Everyone Welcome*
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Services
1:30 p.m.
Followed By Meal, Singing, and Afternoon Services at

EVANGELIST

PAUL GUNN
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Washington Today

Perot shake-up could
help Bush — or pull
more votes to Clinton
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press News Analysis

V

I.

,

WASHINGTON — Ross Perot's flirtation with a renewed presidential bid could provide the distraction — and the break in Democrat
Bill Clinton's momentum — that Republicans have been seeking.
That's the best-case analysis from the Bush camp on the latest
developments in Dallas.
The worst case, from the GOP view, is that Perot will either
endorse Clinton or praise the Arkansas governor's economic policies
as closest to his own. But Perot gave no clear sign of what he was up
to on Monday, as he and supporters heard presentations from the Bush
and Clinton camps.
Perot had generous comments on both presentations. As to whether
he'll run, he insisted anew that it was up to the supporters who got
him on the ballot in all 50 states: "If the volunteers want me to be
president...if they feel that it's appropriate that I run, certainly I'm
going to honor their request."
Democrats are advancing the notion that a Perot candidacy at this
time would make it harder for Bush to carry two of his must-win
States: Texas and Florida, which together have 57 of the 270 electoral
votes needed for victory. Thus, they argue, a new Perot candidacy
•
would help Clinton the most.
But no one seems able to say for certain how Perot's re-entry might
pia> in tossup states and those where much of Clinton's support
reflects an anti-Bush protest vote.
Bush — ay down in the polls with just five weeks to go to Election Day — needs something dramatic to help break him out of a rut.
And the Dallas billionaire's latest maneuverings are at least diverting some attention from the president's continued poor standing in the
polls.
A formal Perot candidacy "would reshuffle the deck and cause
everyone to take a new look," said Bush political adviser Charles
Black.
Furthermore, Black and other GOP operatives argue that since more
Perot supporters went to Clinton than to the president when Perot
"withdrew" last July 16, Clinton now has more to lose than Bush if
Perot returns.
In states such as California, Michigan, Colorado and New Mexico.
a Perot,candidacy could absorb some of the anti-Bush vote that Clinton now enjoys.
"There are only two things that can turn it around for Bush: Perot's
re-entry or the debates. The foundation has settled and voters have
basically made their choices. For Bush to win, he's got to shake that
up," said GOP pollster Frank Luntz, who has done polling for Perot.
If Perot becomes an active candidate — no means a certainty — it
also could change the dynamics of presidential debates.
With the Bush campaign so far resisting a debate format favored by
Clinton, there is the possibility of a debate between Perot and Clinton.
That could resemble the 1980 debate between Republican Ronald Reagan and independent John Anderson, Prcsidcnt Carter sat that one out.
•
Would Bush sit on the sidelines?
A three-way debate among Bush.-Clinton and Perot would inject yet
another wild card. And with the president so far back in the polls, any
degree of uncertainty can be seized on as a target of opportunity by
Bush's operatives.
Although you could not tell it from the degree to which both Clinton and Bush camps have courted Perot over the past few days, many
analysts continue to think Perot will have only limited impact, no matter what he does.
"ROss Perot has become in many ways a marginal candidate now.
This is not the Ross Perot we saw storming through tbis process earlier this year," said Gregory Lebel, a political scientist at George
Washington University.
"In states where things are close, he can do some harm. He's sort
of a glorified John Anderson," Lebel said.
Some familiar with Perot's thinking say he has no real stomach for
an all-out campaign and really wants a face-saving way to not enter
the race.
Having both camps make presentations on their economic plans to
his people could give him an out, one Perot associate suggested.
"Now Ross will turn it-over to his people and he will let his people
decide. And his running for president will not be an option. And he
will allow them to endorse a candidate and most likely, his group will
turn around and endorse Clinton," said the associate, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
Perot's dislike for Bush is well documented. And after meeting with
the Democrats on Monday, he said he had "a lot of commonalty"
with the Arkansas governor's economic views. But, later, when he
--Was asked if the same thing. applied to Bush's economic plan. Perot
said: "There is a great deal of overlap."

World Editorial Roundup
Sept. 14; The Huatsville (Ala.) Times on abortion:
The more we think about it, the more we think Barbara Bush was
right. The debate over abortion doesn't belong in partisan_ politics. ...
At the Republican National Convention, the party adopted a platform calling for a constitutional amendment banning abortion. President Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle have since been busy trying
to distance themselves from the controversial position. .. .
Cut to Baltimore: There, a number of Roman Catholic churches
took up a special collection to help finance the opposition to an abortion referendum question.
The proposition on the Nov. 3 ballot would guarantee women the
right to an abortion in Maryland if the U.S. Supreme Court moves to
restrict access. Should a U.S. constitutional amendment outlaw abortion. Maryland's law would become invalid.
Catholic clergy defended both the collection and the fact that it will
be used to finance a political group on one side in a ballot issue. ...
Church leaders have a right — even an obligation — so speak out
on what they consider moral Woes. But when they start giving out
money to political interests, they're playing another game entirely.

MIN

Warn candidates come courtin
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — With his
talk-show ticket punched again,
Ross Perot is back on the campaign stage, his role assured
because the major candidates for
the White House can't be sure of
his impact in the :election five
weeks away.
That uncertainty led to the
extraordinary missions to Dallas
on Monday by top-level teams
for President Bush and Democrat
Bill Clinton to argue their rival
cases before Perot and the state
coordinators of his movement.
While they tried to play it
down, the back-to-back auditions
at Perot's summons and on his
turf were remarkable ventures to
tbe camp of a potential political
enemy who has complained that
the two campaigners .haven'tdealt satisfactorily with economic
1SSUCS.

Perot boasted there had never
been anything like it.
Nor has there been anything
like the status it accords Perot in
the final weeks of the presidential
race, whether or not he revives
his active campaign.
Perot says he will decide after
his supporters talk it over and
determine whether they want him
back in the race he quit in July,
when he said his third-man candidacy would be disruptive. Perot
volunteers will be surveyed over

the next three days, with the task
to be completed late Thursday or
lyFterivdeary
earvvha
.he says, Perot is a
candidate. He is on the Nov. 3
ballot in all 50 states. The question is how big a share of the
vote he draws, and who suffers
most. Each side has been saying
it is to be the other, but neither
•.
is sure
anditdeclared Perot
A revived 43iside
candidacy would add to the
uncertainty, especially if it came
with the kind of television advertising a billionaire could buy.
That's why the invitations to
Dallas amounted to command
performances, and drew highprofile teams — both campaign
chairmen, congressional allies
and, in Bush's case, a Cabinet
member and White House national security adviser.
It doesn't take that kind of delegation to restate campaign messages, which is what both parties
said they were doing. But flattery
doesn't hurt in dealing with Perot, for all his claims that he's not
important, only his volunteers
and supporters are.
"There is no messianic drive
to have a candidate or to have me
as a candidate," Perot said.
A renewed Perot campaign
could compete with Clinton for
voters who demand change, and
thus help Bush. Then again, in
crucial states like Texas, the billionaire from Dallas could carve

into the president's support. Still,
campaign volatility should work
to the advantage of the candidate
trying to catch up, and that's
Bush.
After his session with the Clinton team, Perot said their views
had a lot in common. Then he
met with the Bush people and
said there was a great deal of
overlap in their positions.
Perot wouldn't say which side
he deemed closer to his views.
"We wouldn't want to shoot
from the hip and say anything
like that," he said.
The forum was a conference of
Perot's 50 state coordinators, the
people who managed the petition
drives that put him on the ballots
before Perot announced, abruptly,
on July 16 that he wasn't going
to run. At that point, the last day
of the Democratic National Convention, he said the Democrats
had been revitalized, leaving him
no chance of outright victory —

only the prospect he might deadlock the election and force a
decision by the House.
His standing in the polls was
slipping then; it has plunged
since. Perhaps more important,
more people now have negative
than positive opinions of him, by
margins of two to one in some
surveys.
Nevertheless, Perot has been hinting for two weeks that he
might, after all, become an active
candidate, because the major parties were not dealing with issues
like the deficit, and also because
he might want to buy TV time for
ads on issues. He said he'd made
a mistake by quitting the race.
By Monday, he was on the air
with an autumn rerun of his
springtime refrain. Interviewed
on NBC's "Today" in the morning and on CNI'srs -Larry -King
Live" in the evening, Perot said
his volunteers will choose his
campaign future, and that their
decision will be binding.
"You didn't talk to them
before you got out of the race,"
NBC's Bryant Gumbel reminded
Perot.
"I wasn't able to in July, but
we certainly are leaving it up to
them now," Perot said.
• • •
(Walter R. Mears, rice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 25 years.)
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Event is notfor women only
tn the time it takes you to read
this „column, approximately 10
MAIN STREET
women will be physically abused.
That estimate, according to
Lanette Robertson, president of
the Jackson Purchase chapter of
the National Organization for
Women (NOW), is based on staLedger & Times colomist tistics that say a woman is beaten
by her partner every 18 seconds.
attention to two recently enacted
o help people find the strength
Because of the alarming prevalence of viblence against women and the will to deal with the laws: the stalking bill and the
and children, NOW sponsors an issue," she says. -Tonight, we rape with objects bill.
Sen. Green is not the only male
annual event called "Take Back won't only talk about problems,"
the Night." Local chapters organ- she continues, "but we'll also dis- involved in tonight's program,
and Robertson is quick to point
ize programs that focus on issues cuss solutions."
Helen Kenton of Hopkinsville out that abuse of women is not
like abuse and rape, so they can
inform the public — both men will provide an overview of vio- just a female issue. "The reason
and women — about the impact lence against women, citing sta- we welcome men to be involved
these problems have on individu- tistics that dramatize its perva- in Take Back the Night is to get
als and society. The community siveness. Kenton is president of people to join together to end
is invited to participate; there is the Kentucky Domestic Violence violence," she says. "It is important that both men and women
Association.
no charge.
This year's Take Back the
State Senator Jeff Green will not turn their backs on violence
Night is scheduled for tonight, present a summary of recent when they see it happening. We
Sept. 29, at 6:30 on the soccer legislation related to domestic need to talk about it," she goes
field adjacent to Murray State violence. He will pay particular on, "because even if you ignore
University's Curtis Center. If it
rains, the group will meet at 6:30
in the theater on the top floor of
the Curtis Center.
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
Kim BARCU, director of MSU's
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
Women's Center, is emcee for
print letters on a variety of topics. provided they comply with the
the event, which strives to promlowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writa, with the
ote the concept of empowerment
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
as a means of combating socienecessary (telephone ntunbers will not be published). Letters should be
ty's attitudes about violence
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
lpinst women and children.
general interest Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
According to NOW chapter
Led;er & Times reserves the right to corickrite or reject any letter and
president Robertson, the 1992
to limit frequent writers
Take Back the Night will take a
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
positive stance. "We want to get
& Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071.
beyond feelings of victimization

Constance Alexander

Just drop us a line ...

violence, it won't go away."
People of all ages are invited
to participate in tonight's program. Other presentations on the
agenda include David Weatherly,
a senior at MSU, who will recite
the "Men's Pledge to End Rape."
In addition, a group of Murray
High School students, led by Rob
Carpenter, will present a skit
about changing young men's attitudes toward violence against
females. Singers Gretchen HindsWard and Dean Worley will also
perform.
Another highlight of the evening will be the reading of the
prize-winning essay on the theme
of ending violence against
women. NOW and the MSU
Women's Center co-sponsored
the competition, and the winner
will receive $100. Also in honor
of Take Back the Night, NOW
will make a donation to the local
chapter of Rape Victim Services.
For additional information
about the Jackson Purchase chapter of NOW, contact Lanette
Robertson at Box 905, Murray,
KY 42071. The phone number is
759-4590. Rape Victim Services
can be reached at 502-753-5777.
In the time it took you to read
this article, at least one woman
suffered at the hands of a violent
partner. Robertson believes that
everyone can do something about
the problem. "You can start," she
declares,"by writing to your legislators to tell them how you feel
•about the importance of ending
'this kind of violence."

—
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Sheri Tatlock, a senior at Calloway County High School, was
r
recently chosen as the Student of the Week. Tatlock, the daughte
stuof Terry and Diana Tacklock of Murray, is news director and
repordent general manager of WCSD and is a news anchor and
in the
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She
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Calloway County principal Jerry Ainley.
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent SchooT- District and the Cottoway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
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questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Fifth-grade students at Southwest Elementary enjoy honey-dipped
bananas as part of their "bee" theme in reading.

on's primary
As part of an "at-home" project, children in Roberts
were diswhich
bears
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decorate
and
books
375
read
first grade
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played in the hall. In the front row (from
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Mason Lusk and Jon
Jones and Charlsie Young.

Pictured are primary school children at Robertson Elementary
celebrating the end of summer. The box contains reminders of
summer that will be opened on the first snowy day of winter. Pictured in the front (from l-r) are Rachel Klapper, Andrew Smith,
Preston Fairchild and Jennifer McKnight. In the back are Mackenzie Hoffman, Carrie Radke and Bryan Rogers.

Students at North Calloway Elementary are using their sense of
touch to try to discover the mystery object in each sack. From left
are Willie Hiter, Jessica Payne, Tiffany Cappello, Matt Imus,
Amanda Hart and Tyler Collins. The class was part of growing
healthy and learning about each of the five senses.

•
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Southwest Elementary third-grade students (from
they work
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Gibbs, Josh Sykes and Greg Jirak learn map
room.
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berich, Katie Ross, Andy Todd and Shawn Beasley.
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Pictured are Calloway County eighth-grade STAR students
in
donated money and food to be sent to the hurricane victims
Matt
and
Collins
Greg
Shelton,
Brad
Florida. From left, are
Farmer.

Pictured are students in Calloway County's Honors English class.
while
Seated (from 1-r) are Heather Gillum and Chrystie Carson,
Mike Arnett is standing. The students assumed identities of characters in the book "Flowers for Algernon" and appeared for questioning in an in-class mock production of the Geraldo Rivera talk
show.

ill

as created
Gary Downey, a student at East Calloway Elementary,
class.
art
s
Warren'
Lynn
in
clay
play
using
a dinosaur

.1

students in
Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade TNT
classes
science
and
math
's
Murdock
Rebecca Frizzell and Angie
(from l-r)
Pictured
metrics.
and
on
estimati
using
groups
in
work
Lindsay
are Amanda McDaniel, Donielle Dupuis, Art Cripps and
Chamberlain.

The primary children at Robertson Elementary know the fun of
letter writing by practicing their "p's" in chocolate pudding.
Shown (from l-r) are Bill Burgess, Irene Collins, Taylor Houston
and Shauna Ray in Mary Gail Johnson's class.
Win I

•

411111

June Pierce, an instructional aide at,Robertson Elementary, helps
some primary children pop black jewel popcorn as a multicultural
experience. Shown with Pierce are Shaunna Ray and Dane Pace
(standing), along with Cody Zirbel, Christopher Crofton, Seth
Darnell, Taylor Houston and Jon Hodge.
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Anita Harper's class at North Calloway Elementary has incorporated the math program, "Box it, Bag it" into the classroom. The
children had to guess what was in the mystery bag, estimate the
amount and count the number of objects. From left are Megan
Thweatt, Clista Scarbrough, Dustin Hayes, Harper, Shelly Martinez, Thomas Benthal and Jared Vincent. The surprise items in
the mystery bag were gummy bears.

Cathy Carmode,(standing at right), a 1988 graduate of Calloway
County High School, returned to speak to the Spanish classes. She
recently returned to Murray after serving a 13-month mission for
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. During her mission she worked as a bilingual tour guide in Salt Lake City and
also worked closely with Mexican farm workers in Idaho. Sitting
(from 1-r) are Elise Anderson, Matt Frizzell and Todd Earwood.
Standing is teacher Chris Thompson.
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MURRAY TODAY
Woods to be honored today
at reception at Henley home

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Tuesday)
Belinda C. Woods will bouhonorecl at a reception t
1305
Henley,
Melvin
Mrs.
and
from 5 to 7 p.m. at the home of Dr.
Murray.
St.,
South 16th
The event is being hosted by Murray Chapter of Professional Secrelanes International.
Presentation of awards will begin at 6 p.m. Family and friends are
invited to attend.
, Mrs. Woods recently was notified that she had completed the
requirements for receiving the Certified Professional Secretary rating.
An office assistant at Vanderbilt Chemical and Minerals Corporation,
Murray Division, she is secretary to the vice presidents of the
corporation. ,
The daughter of Max and Matilde Canady of Murray, she is married
to Carl T. Woods and they have three children.

The Murray Civitan Club will have its first meeting for the
ace
1992-93 Civitan Year on Thursday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. at Homepl
who
duties
their
assume
will
years
the
for
Restaurant. New officers
include Wayne Williams, president, Eva Mohler, president-elect, Lilly
Dunn,
Williams, secretary, Verlene Ezell, treasurer, and Larry
director
n,
Herndo
Donna
be
will
speaker
guest
The
s.
sergeant-at-arm
. "All
of the Family Resource Center for Calloway County Schools
and
program
ity
commun
new
this
for
present
be
members are urged to
ees
committ
and
officers
new
plans,
program
of
copies
receive
also
to
s.
William
nt
Preside
ted
commen
for the upcoming Civitan Year,"

Kennel Club meeting Wednesday

Scra book

'resented

on
Murray Kennel Club All Breed will have an organizational meeting
interAll
Library.
Public
County
y
Callowa
at
Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 8 p.m.
ested parsons are urged to attend, a spokesperson said.
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4
.
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CCMS 4-H Club will meet

1
.1

Oct. 1,
Calloway County Middle School 4-H Club will meet Thursday, meeting
The
immediately after school is dismissed in the school cafeteria.who
urges all
will be over by 4 p.m., according to Joyce Tidwell, leader,
attend.
to
s
member
new
ed
members and interest

k:
S

*0
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Garden Department event Thursday

4111
Mrs. Michael David West,
the former Lori Lynn Rushing

Rushing and West vows
solemnized in Bermuda
an for 1991-92,
Carole Lewis of Mayfield, right, scrapbook chairm
-Sorority,
tional
Interna
Alpha
r•-•-• fur Arpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Fleming
Kathie
nt
Preside
to
year
the
for
presents the book
the
during
Falwell
because she acted as president for Karen
1991-92 sorority year.

Hospit

Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct.
a field
at 10:30 a.m. at the parking lot at the club house. The group will take
the
trip to the Museum of American Ouilters at Paducah. Lunch will be at
Executive Inn, Paducah.

CCHS SBDM Committee to meet
Calloway County High School Site Based Decision Making Committee will
will
meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria. The agendabusinew
of
items
as
well
as
policies
nal
operatio
of
include consideration
ness. The public is invited to attend.

Youth Rally planned Friday

Miss Lori Lynn Rushing and Michael David West were married on
Saturday. Aug. 29.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Thomas Rushing of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Alice West of Columbia, Tenn., and
the late Emory West.
The _yows were said at Astwood Park, Bermuda. The Rev. Jim
Hegerman officiated.
Miss Lee Ann Rushing of Cincinnati, Ohio, sister of the bride,
served as maid of honor.
The groom chose Hugh Thomas Rushing, father of the bride, as best
man.
The new Mr. and Mrs. West are itsiding in Nashville, Tenn.

ip
A Youth Rally will be Friday, Oct. 2, at 7:30 p.m. at Bethel Fellowsh
Church, located on Highway 94 East. All young people of the area are
invited to attend.

Murray club plans homecoming dance
Murray Country Club will have its annual Murray State University Homecoming dance on Saturday, Oct. 3, at 9 p.m. This will feature a live band
from Nashville, Tenn., and complementing hors d'oeuvres. Admission will be
and no
$20 per couple. Reservations should be made as early as possible
later than Friday, Oct. 2, by calling 753-6113.

CCHS Class of 1973 plans meeting
Members of the Calloway County High School Class of 1973 will meet
for
Tuesday, Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. This will be to plan
helping
in
ed
interest
s
member
class
All
1993.
the 20-year class reunion for
7
to plan this reunion are urged to attend. For more information call 753-522
or 753-9909.

al reports listed

gib

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Sept.
25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hatfield baby boy, parents. Shane
and Christopher. Rt. 2, Box 112 A.
Calvert City.
Utley baby girl, mother, Beverly
Utley. 166 Wood St., Apt. B8, Camden. Tenn.
Dismissals
Patsy D Price, 406 North Sixth St.,
Murray: Miss Rebecca J. Rickard. Rt.
8. Box 262, Benton;
Miss Aleisia Harper. Rt. 1. Hazel.
Vernon F Campbell. 1701 College
Farm Rd. Murray,
Mrs Michelle L. Dunigan, Rt. 3, BOX
235-1A-107, Calvert City: Joe J. Armstrong, Pt 1, Arlington,
Ms. Rebecca Wilson, 1411 B
kichelle Dr.. Murray; Nolan Chandler,
Rt. 1, Box 484, Lovelille, Tenn.:
Ted W. McCuiston, Rt. 5, Box 1220.
Murray; William Jobe, Rt. 2, Dover.

Tenn Troy Vance. Rt. 6. Box 210,
Murray.
Mrs Salomea A. Gajeski, Fit. 4, Box
390, Murray, Erskin Estes, Rt. 4. Box
235. Benton.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Sept.'26, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Jason McCord, Rt. 7, Box 455, Paris, Tenn. Gregory.4Iouse, Rt. 1, Box
145, Puryear. Tenn.,
Howard D. Steele, Rt. 2, Box 90A,
Hazel. Jewell T. Cavitt, Rt. 2. Box 253,
Murray.
Mrs. Melody Bell and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 360AA, Springville, Tenn.; Liss
Jo Nell Hughes, HC Box IC, New
Concord,
Charles H Thompson. Pt 2. Buchanan, Tenn, Mrs. Darlene Marie Cooper and baby girl, Pt 1, Box 20, Almo,
(Cont'd on page 7)

THIS WEEK!
Cheaper by the Dozen
October 2-4,
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.
October 8-11
Fn. & S. at 8 p.m.
Sun. at 2 p.m.

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

759-1752-

Hazel Day will be Oct. 3

Young Actors Guild will meet
The Young Actors Guild will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's.
s should
Drinks and bps will be paid, but money for pizza and other expense
will
be brought by the members. Immediately following at 7:30 p.m., YAGs r
depart for the Playhouse in the Park to view a dress rehearsal of 'Cheape
By the Dozen to begin at 8 p.m.

Ladies Guild reservations needed
at 7
Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet Friday, Oct. 2,group
a
as
go
then
will
group
The
.
meeting
short
a
for
Hall
p.m. at Gleason
at Playhouse in the
at 7:30 p.m. to see the play, 'Cheaper By the Dozen,'
should be made by
s
member
Guild
the
by
play
Park. Reservations for the
calling Sue Oswald, 753-4380, or Judy Krouse, 759-1386.

Jenny Ridge plans singing
on Friday,
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have a gospel singing, Tenn. The
Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. Featured will be The Messengers of Camden
public is invited to attend, a church member said.

The Planning Committee for Hazel Day Celebration on Oct. 3, met
to cover last minute details. Pictured, from left, are Mildred
on,
Wheeler, Jo McKinley, Donald Crawford, Dwain Fulkers
A
Farris.
Dan
is
d
picture
Janice Wilkinson and Sharon Ray. Not
ending
and
a.m.
9
at
ng
beginni
ed
schedul
are
day full of events
with a live Lotto Drawing at Gallimore's Fruit Stand at 10:30 p.m.
Featured will be gospel music, country music, antique auction,
cake walk, flea market, arts and crafts, etc. A car show, sponsored
by Hazel Woman's Club, will be at Hazel Community Center. The
club has gathered old pictures of the businesses and owners dating
back as early as 1900, as well as an old phone directory, newspapers and advertisements from local businesses in years past which
will be on display at Dees Bank of Hazel. A quilt donated by
Senior Citizens ladies and a bcycle, donated by County Attorney
David Harrington, will be given away. Free horse and buggy rides
and food from local church and civic organizations will be
available.

Fairview Church plans singing
will have a speFairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.,The Anchormen.
feature
will
This
p.m.
7
at
2,
Oct.
cial concert on Friday,
The public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Gunters Flat Reunion planned
located
A reunion of all students who aver attended Gunters Flat School,
10, at Marin the Midway area of Calloway County, will be Saturday, Oct.
es of persons
tin's Chapel United Methodist Church. Names and address
the whereabknowing
one
Any
needed.
are
school
the
d
who ever attende
753-5048, or
on,
Roberts
Coles
Doris
call
to
asked
outs of any students are
Lou Ellen Adams Starks, 753-6636.

Compassionate Friends Thursday
p.m. in the
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 7:30 will speak
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Don Brock
at 7:30 p.m. with
about 'Anger.' Another meeting will be Thursday, Oct.a22,
comprised of
group
is
This
Loss.'
Infant
on
speak
Pat Anderson R.N. to
accident, illthose who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through
ages. You
ness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarri
' according to
will have contact with people who listen and who offer support,
Bennett at
Chapter Loader Hilda Bennett. For more information call
4.
762-127
Church,
a
498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecc
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Nature's Bounty
Yogurt & Sandwiches

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Tuesday, Sept. 29
First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m.: Adult Exercise/5
p.m.; Adult Disciple Bible
Study/6 p.m.

Recovery, Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Mayfield.
Office,
Info/1-247-5469.

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball team plays Austin
Peay Staten p.m./Racer Arena.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 29
Bingof7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.

(Cont'd on page 7)

October 2 & 3
$100

OFF

Any Sandwich
or Salad

Register To Win Prizes!

Dixieland
Center

*e1975343575

Mon.-Tbnra.
10 a.m .-9
Frt. Ik Bat.
10 e.m.-10 p.m.
WO
V•

Call reunion will be Oct. 4

ottioss444..Zed414

1

e.

1,4

'Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItneit
9-5:30
Sat.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7;

,
eter

,

SeptemThe Call Reunion has been changed from the fourth Sunday incombine
d
ber to the first Sunday in October which will be Oct. 4. It has been Street in
with the Nickols reunion at the Farm Bureau Building on Poplar
Paris, Tann. Relatives and friends are invited to attend. Each one should
bring a potluck lunch.

Chess Club meeting Wednesday
30,
The Murray State University Chess Club will meat Wednesday, Sept.
s will be
at 6:30 p.m. in the Mississippi Room, Curris Center, MSU. Meeting
chess
each Wednesday. An enjoyable, informal evening is available to all y are
enthusiasts in the region. Students, faculty and friends of the universit
Bell,
invited to participate. For additional informantion, contact Dr. Wayne
762-6892.

Sigma Sigma Sigma celebration planned
Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority are reminded to make reservations for the 50th anniversary celebration of the sorority's astablishmant at
Murray State University. The 'Cheers for 50 Years' banquet and dance will
be Saturday, Oct. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Currie Canter Ballroom in conjunction with MSU's 1992 Homecoming festivities. Banquet and dance tickets
are $15 per parson. Checks should be made to Tri Sigma 50th Anniversary
and mailed to P.O. Box 327, Murray, Ky. immediately. For more information
contact Betty Driver, 762-4281 or 763-0490, Mary Undsay Wooldridge,
753-3304, or Donna Herndon, 753-7784.

To report local news: 753-1916
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Service Notes

ENDAR
CAL
(coned frop page 6)
Tuesday, Sept. 29
Science Fair Clinic/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.

,

Murray TOPS #34/6 p.m. weigh
ins/meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

"Take Back the Night"
program/5:30-7:30 p.m./Cutchin
Field, Murray State University.
Faculty/guest recital by Gina
Scags Epifano, soprano, Marie
Taylor, pianist, and Randall
Black, tenor/8 p.m./Farell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Wednesday, Sept. 30
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9 a.m. and Golf/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies'
Golf play/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public
Library events will include
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.;
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf
League/8:30 a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
University Church of Christ
events include Ladies Bible
Class/9:30 a.m: and Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

•

sarrarn•

Church

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Klaymata and Children's Choirs/6:30
p.m.; prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Consecration
Sunday Committee/7 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

A. McCUISTON
received practical work in mihtary leadership at the ROTC
advanced camp at Fort Bragg,
Fayetteville, N.C.
The camp, attended by cadets
normally between their third and
fourth year of college, includes
instruction in communications,
management, and survival
training.
Successful completion of the
advanced camp and graduation
from college results in a commission as a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army, Guard or Reserve.
McCuiston, a student at Murray State University, is a 1988
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
He is the son of Charles B. and
Barbara McCuiston of Rt. 6,
DAVID

Wednesday, Sept. 30
Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, College
Career Bible Study, Adult Bible
Study and Weekly Workers'
meeting/7 p.m.

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce building. Info/Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

PAGE 7
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Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prayer servicen
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
events include Mid-Week Bible
Study all youth mission
organizations/7 p.m.

Gayle Wadlington, center, receives his Outstanding Award for
service from Dave Kerchner, right, Executive Director, and Don
Coffman, left, chairman of the- Board for Kentucky Special
Olympics.

Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/
prayer and praise/1 p.m.

Wadlington and Krueger
presented special awards

Oak Grove Baptist Church/
Gayle Wadlington and Chris
prayer meeting, RAs and
were presented special
Krueger
GAsf7:30 p.m.
awards during the "Spirit of SpeFirst Christian Church events cial Olympics" Awards Banquet
include Evangelism Committe at held Saturday, Sept. 12.
Wadlington, area director for
Pagliai's/noon; Church-wide pot1 Special Olympics was
Area
ry
luck dinner and missiona
d for 17 years of service
recognize
Chancel
p.m.;
/5:15
speakers
to the Kentucky Special OlympChoir/7 p.m.
ics. He was appointed in 1975.
Krueger, area director for Area
Alcoholics Anonymous open
1
Special Olympics, was recogmeeting/11 a.m./American Legfor nine years of service to
nized
and
Sixth
South
ion Building,
the same group. He was
Maple Streets.
appointed in 1983.
They both serve the counties of
events
School
High
Murray
include Golf team hosts Paducah.
Video teleconferences/"Board of
Governance"/12:30 p.m./Barkley
Room, Curtis Center, Murray
State University. Info/762-4220.
Nolan Richardson, University of
Arkansas head basketball coach/
speak/7 p.m./Curris Center, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Murray Civic Music Association concert by Louisville
Orchestra/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
Info/753-3257 or 762-4516.

Murray.

Hospital...

Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, McCracken and Marshall.
Area directors are the designated representatives of Kentucky
Special Olympics who have the
responsibility for successfully
implementing Special Olympics
activities within their assigned
geographic area.
Wadlington is employed by the
West Kentucky Mental Health/
Mental Retardation Board. Krueger is a LD/BD teacher in the
McCracken County School
System.

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Homeplace-1850, Woodlands Nature Center and Golden
Pond Visitor Center open daily.
Info/1-924-5602.

Newborn admissions
Dunn baby boy, mother, Carol Garland, 1313 North Fourth St., Murray;
Willoughby baby girl, mother, Jennifer Willoughby, At. 3, Box 262-C,
Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Catherine Kay, Rt. 5, Box
365-F, Benton; Cody Worth Adams,
At. 1, Box 251, Farmington;
Richard L. Van Houten, At. 5, Box
299, Benton; Mrs. Anna Paulette Borders, At 6, Box 56-A, Murray;
Richard G. Fearn Jr., 512 South
11th St., Murray; Miss Beverly Utley
and baby girl, 191 Washington, Camden, Tenn.:

Baby girl born
Rachel Lynn Elkins
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Elkins of
Rt. 1, Box 131, Kirksey, are the
parents of a daughter, Rachel
Lynn Elkins, born on Thursday,
Sept. 24, at 10:23 p.m. at
MjAy-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed eight
pounds and measured 191/2
inches. The mother is the former
Teresa Brown. Their other children are Cody Allan and Sara
June. Grandparents are Jerry and
Wanda Brown of Murray and Bill
and LaVerne Elkins of Kirksey.

MARINE LANCE CPL.
WILLIAM E. GILBERT was
recently promoted to his present
rank while serving with 3rd Battalion, 3rd Marines, Marine
Corps Air Station, Kaneohe Bay,
Hawaii.

Miss Ashley R. Williams, 1306 Story
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Shana Hatfield and
baby boy, At. 2, Box 112-A, Calvert
City.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday.
Sept. 27, have been released as
follows:

TECH. SGT. MORENE S.
JACQUES has been decorated
with the Air Force Commendation Medal at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
The medal is awarded to those
individuals who demonstrate outstanding achievement or meritorious service in the performance of
their duties on behalf of the Air
Force.
Jacques, an operations resource
management supervisor, received
a master's degree in 1992 from
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University through the military
extension at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base.
She is the daughter of L.M.
and Maria T. Grisham of Rt. 1,
Mayfield. Her husband, retired
Air Force Maj. Paul F. Jacques,
is the son of George F. and
Louise Jacques of Topeka, Kan.

NAVY PETTY OFFICER
1ST CLASS THOMAS K. HIGGINS recently reported for duty
aboard the submarine tender USS
Frank Cable, homeported in
Charleston, S.C.
Higgins, a 1979 graduate of
Mayfield High School, joined the
Navy in November 1981. He is
the son of Herman H. and Alice
L. Higgins of Mayfield.

(Cont'd from page 6)

Mrs. Teresa Lynn Elkins and baby
girl, At. 1, Box 131, Kirksey; Rymon
Sholar, At. 1, Box 78, Bumpus Hill,
Tenn.;
. _Mrs. Geneva Smith, At. 2, Box 156,
Murray; Mrs. Debra Parker and baby
girl, 6667 South Rd., Cadiz;
Zachary Enoch, Rt. 1, Box 168A,
Hazel; Mrs. Stacie Stewart and baby
girl, 119 Cunningham, Cadiz.

Works by senior Stephan Radford on display/upper level of
MSU-Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, today through Oct.
11. Admission free.

SGT. DONNA J. SHIELDS
has re-enlisted in the U.S. Army
for four years. She is stationed at
Fort Wainwright, Fairbanks,
Alaska:
Shields, a medical specialist, is
the daughter of Norma G. Lehman of Rt. 9, Benton, and Gerhard H. Lehman of Fontana,
Calif.
Her husband, Les, is the son of
Helen M. Shields of Bowling
Green.

Gilbert, a 1991 graduate of
Marshall County High School,
joined the Marine Corps. in June
1991. He is the son of Julian R.
and Marsha L. Hamlet of Rt. 7,
Benton.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Sept. 28, have 'been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

l'HERMALINE

Hello
Stranger!

Ross baby boy, parents, Camille
and Pat, At. 3, Box 287-1, Murray:Futrell baby boy, mother, Beverly,
Rt. 4, Box 247, Mayfield.:
Dismissals
Mrs. Rita Ray, 1007 Weda Circle,
Mayfield; Charles Burkeen, Rt. 3, Box
380, Murray;
Mrs. Geneva Hurt, 1902 Gatesborough Circle, Murray; Patrick Wyatt, At.
1, Farmington;
Mrs. Patricia Hart, At. 1, Box 131,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine,
At. 3, Box 256, Murray;
Fred Gibbs, At. 7, Box 314, Lynn
Grove, Murray; Mrs. Eulala McCarty,
1010 Doran Rd., Murray;
Thomas Watkins, At. 1, Box 89,
Hazel; Mrs. Jennifer Lynn Ruby, At. 9,
Box 378, Benton.

Replacement
Windows

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Gall...

and
Vinyl Siding
Why pay high prices from
out of state? You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now!

lircoarsolt

Call

Free Estimates
Financing Available

14ostess Kathryn Ounind 753-3079
Hostess ingsborg King 492-8349

Celebrates irst birtlidav

759-4433
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FLOWING HEAT DRYER
\
•

15% OFF,
STOREWIDE

AAP*

first birthday on
Kathryn Elizabeth Roberts will celebrate her
and Michelle
Thomas
of
daughter
the
is
She
1.
Thursday, Oct.
Mrs. R.L.
and
Mr.
Roberts of Murray. Her grandparents are
t, and
Lewispor
of
Roberts
h
Elizabet
t,
Grantland of Lewispor
ro.
Owensbo
of
Tony Roberts
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We have great styles
for the whole family,
at prices
to fit your budget!*
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Model
INT 400GW

SHOe

MIAMI INDIAN
NGO
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E. Broadway Mayfield

Only$278

sensarion

715
Every Saturday Monday
DOORS OPEN 530 P.M. GAME STARTS 700 P.M.
Early Birds At 620
CaN About Weakly Specials

•Heavy Duty Dependabilik
'Timed Dry with Regular & Permanent Press Care
'Fine Mesh Up-Front Lint Screen

74e Peticei Pail lit '74e Peitilea Puee
Chestnut Hills- Murray
753-6242

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

Cash & Carry
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SPORTS
Kansas City keeps Raiders winless, 27-7
week and you work good and you feel good about it. But
you still have to put it on the football field during the
AP epode WNW
course of the game."
Kansas City beat Los Angeles for the sixth time in a
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — This hole the Los Angeles
row,
and the Raiders have lost eight straight dating back to
deep,
it
may
be
themselves
in
may
not
only
be
Raiders find
last year.
bottomless.
Todd Marinovich threw two interceptions as the Raiders
To a man, the Raiders say they can climb out. But there
is a long way to go after the Kansas City Chiefs defeated increased their league-leading turnover count to 15. Los
Los Angeles 27-7 Monday in a game that was a must-win Angeles now has a takeaway-giveaway ratio of minus 12.
"It's difficult to be 0 and 4 knowing we have a good
one for the Raiders even this early in the season.
"We're just not playing well and it's my job to get them team, but we're not playing well," Marinovich said.
to play well," Raiders coach Art Shell said. "Right now, "Everybody will be jumping off the bandwagon. LA is a
we're not doing a good job of doing that. I'm not doing a tough place to play, so it will be a good test for us as a
good job of that. So all the responsibility has to fall back team to stay together."
Barry Word pounded out 125 yards on 27 carries as the
to me.
"WC have the players that are capable of doing what we Chiefs held the ball for nearly 35 minutes. Dave Krieg
ask them to do. You go through practice all through the unveiled a quarterback draw play and scored two touch-

By CRAIG HORST

,

downs, the second time he has done it in his career and the
first time a Chiefs quarterback has scored twice since Bill
Kenney did it Nov. 27, 1983.
"It's an ideal kind of performance to be a coach,
because while you come out of it with a victory, we made
enough errors to stay busy and make some of the corrections that need to be made," coach Marty Schottenheimer
said as the Chiefs kept pace with Denver at 3-1 in the AFC
West. The Chiefs go to Denver next week.
"We had some assignment things get away from us early on," Schouenheimer said. "We dropped the ball here
and there, missed a critical block on one particular play
where we had a chance to score. So there will be plenty of
things for us to identify as we get ready for the Broncos."
Eric Dickerson tore through the Chiefs for a 40-yard
touchdown run and a 7-0 Los Angeles lead in the first
(Coard ati page 9)

Pitino weary of
paranoia over
NCAA control

Murray boys claim Marshall
Invitational; Thomas second

By JIM O'CONNELL

Staff Report'

AP easkathell Writer

Murray Ledger & Times

NEW YORK (AP) — The
NCAA probation was served by
the Kentucky basketball program,
yet it's still having an effect on
the man who turned things
around in the state where the
sport is closer to religion than
recreation.
Rick Pitino took over Kentucky at a point when the NCAA
tournament was a forbidden fruit
and a winning record a daring
dream.
The Wildcats came within a
miracle shot of the Final Four
last March in its first NCAA
tournament appearance since
1988. The first year they weren't
good enough to earn a bid, the
next two they weren't allowed
one because of the probation for
major violations which occurred
when Eddie Sutton was coach.
The success after the struggle
wasn't enough to wipe what happened from Pitino's mind.
"The only thing I don't like
about the job at Kentucky is that
there is so much paranoia about
the rules — what to do and making sure you have done things the
right way," Pitino said Monday
as he started a five-city book tour
for "Full-Court Pressure: A Year
in Kentucky Basketball."
"We're all on eggshells all the
time, and it's really necessary I
do understand, but it's a difficult
enviroment," he said. "You're
always so concerned about rules
that are obvious, that you know
are not illegal, but you're always
checking, and I think it will
always be that way because of
the embarrassment. The NCAA
hit them hard and the whole state
was very embarrassed about it all
because they have so much love
and respect for the program."
Pitino said the probation has
helped him realize that the
NCAA can't stop the cheating,
only the schools can.
"The NCAA is like taking 10
or 15 policemen in New York
and putting them on the streets
and telling them to cure the
crime. It doesn't work that way,"
he said. "The way to cure the
problems of college athletics is
the way we're doing it at Kentucky — institutional control.
That's by taking it very serious,
hiring compliance officers and
making sure coaches and boosters
are educated, by going through a
whole program as if you were
comag off probation. If you have
been on probation, you will comply so this. The NCAA can't go
Out and clean it all up; the universities have to."
"I'm concerned. Six weeks is
a long time and you had to look
for little gimmicks to avoid boredom. But now it's 3% weeks —
actually we have an exhibition
pme in TA weeks—and with a
new ,basketball team that's hard
to imagine," he said. "I don't
understand the premise behind all
this. Is the season too long? I
don't think so.

CALVERT CITY— The Murray High boys golf team took a
giant leap towards stepping into
the regional's favorite roll as they
won Monday's Marshall County
Invitational at the country club
here by two strokes over the host
Marshals.
The Murray boys shot 309 as a
team to ease by Marshall (311)
and Paducah Tilghman (312) for
top team honors and the role of
favorite when the regional gets
underway next week.
Paducah Tilghman's Ward Jarvis took medalist honors, as he
shot an even-par 72, while Murray's Todd Thomas was second
with a 73. Marshall's Michael
Wiles finished two strokes back
of the leader.
In addition to Thomas' low
score, Adam Grogan placed
fourth with a 75. Jeremiah Rayburn added a 79 for the Tigers as
Ryan Haverstock closed out the
day with a 82.
Christian County was fourth
with a 327, while Crittenden
County (329) and Heath (336)
followed.
A young Calloway County
team finished with a 338 team
total, which was good enough for
a seventh -place tie with
Hopkinsville.
Pacing the Lakers was freshman Jesse Rooker, who captured
10th place after a four-man play-

MICHAEL BANNS/Ledger & Thome photo

Monday afternoon Jeremiah Rayburn and his Murray High teammates stepped to the forefront as regional favorites by winning the
Marshall County In.itational. Rayburn finished with a 79.

AP Baseball Writer

Long before Chili Davis struck
out to officially end Minnesota's
last hope at repeating as World
Series champions, the Twins
knew the season was lost.
The idle Oakland Athletics
clinched the AL West on Monday
night when Minnesota was beaten
by Chicago 9-4.
The Twins, who led the majors
with a 60-38 record on July 26,
went quietly. They fell out of
first place on Aug. 5 and steadily
fell out of 'contention after that.
Only about 3,000 fans were left
at the Metrodome when the game
ended.

AmERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Gunn
Baltimore'Boston 3
Cleveland 6 Now York 4
Chicago 9, Minnesota 4
California 6, Karesas City 5, (11)

off. Rooker finished the 18 holes
with a 78.
"I was very pleased with the
way he held up in the playoff,"
Calloway coach John Gingles
said of the freshman.
David Greene and Eric Gallimore finished with a 82 for the
Lakers, as Adam Haley closed
with a 96. Brad Wilson added a
97 for Calloway.
Following Calloway were
Mayfield (340), Hickman County
(343), Rcidland (344), St. Mary
(344), Trigg County (345), Lone
Oak (347), Ballard Memorial
(349), Todd County Central
(349), Graves County (351),
Lyon County (359), Fulton City
(364), Livingston Central (368)
and Carlisle County (408).

"We had our chances," Davis
said. "We had our chances and it
slipped away."
The Twins became the latest in
a growing list of World Series
winners that failed to repeat. The
last team to repeat was the New
York Yankees in 1977-78.
The A's, meanwhile, won the
title for the fourth time in five
years. Oakland and Minnesota
have taken turns dominating the
division ever since California

Peay tonight
for OVC lead

won it in 1986.
Oakland began the day with a
magic number of one. The A's
could've clinched it with a victory either Saturday or Sunday in
Milwaukee, but lost both days.
"Maybe this is the way it's
supposed to be this year," Oakland pitcher Rick Honeycutt said
after it was official. "I think
everybody really wanted to clinch
it on the field and go crazy like
you do, but this year has kind of
lingered on and so maybe this is
appropriate."
Oakland will start the playoffs
on Oct. 7 at the home of the East
winner, either Toronto or Milwaukee. The A's joined Pius(Coned opt page 9)

Staff Report
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With a perfect 3-0 record in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
the Murray State Racer volleyball team will host Austin
Peay State Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in Racer Arena with a first
place at stake.
A much improved Austin
Pray team enters the match
with a 2-0 conference record
and is 12-3 overall.
Both the Racers (7-3 overall) and Austin Pray are coming off weekend victories over
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State. Friday the Racers
defeated EICU in five games
and defeated Morehead in
three games Saturday. Austin
Pray defeated both EKU and
Morehead in three games.
"It's going to be a tough
game overall because both
teams are undefeated in the
conference," Racer coach
Brenda Bowfin said. "First
place will be decided but it's
early and we will meet them
again. It is important to get the
win because it's at home."

Wakefield secure in playoff rotation
By The Associated Press
Tim Wakefield has the one
thing Greg Mathews is worried
about — job security.
Wakefield earned his spot in
Pittsburgh's playoff-bound rotation, winning Monday night for
the seventh time in eight decisions since being called up from
the minor leagues in July.
Mathews, a 30-year-old lefthander, is wondering if he'll be
in any rotation next season, even

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Mondey's Ginn
Pittsburgh 10, Chicago 3
Philadelphia 7, Now York 6, (10), 1st game
Philadelphia 7, Nee York 6, 2nd gun
SL Louis 4, Montreal 1
after winning for the first time in
four years.
"I don't know if this was my
Last opportunity to get a win. I
don't know if I'll have a job next
year," said Mathews, who went 7
1-3 innings in the second game as
Philadelphia swept a doublehead-

er from the New York Mets, winning both 7-6, the first in 10
innings.
Wakefield. the 26-year-old
knuckleballer who wasn't with
the Pirates in spring training,
continued to show why he'll be
in Pittsburgh's plans for a while.
He held the Chicago Cubs to four
hits and three runs over seven
innings in the Pirates' 10-3
victory.
More importantly, he'll likely
be used in the postseason.

Story.

Expectations surpassed firm

1111

Ledger & Times Sports Editor
309
311
312
327
329
338
338
338
340
343
344
344
345
347
349
349
351
359
384
388
408

Idle A's clinch thanks to Chicago win MSU meets
By BEN WALKER

SEVEN SEAS, Ky. —
Take Racer football coach
Mike Mahoney with his video highlights from Saturday's
66-6 Lou to Middle
Tennessee; throw in Murray
State president Dr. Ronald
Kurth, expected to discuss
the school's football program;
and add a room full of Racer athletics boosters and
what do you have?
Not enough to write a raal

Steve
PARKER

(
1- GOLF
BOYS
1. MURRAY HIGH
2. Marshall County
3. Paducah Tichman
4. Chnstian County
5. Crmenden Courey
5. Heath
7. Hookinsville
7. CALLOWAY COUNTY
9. Mayfield
10. Hckman County
11. Redland
11..St Mwy
13. Tngg County
14. Lone Oak
15. Ballard Memorial
15. Todd County Central
17. Graves County .
18. Lyon County
19. Fulton Coy
20. Livingston Central
21. Carlisle County •

MSU boosters
show ferocity
of Wildcats
on grid issue

decisions Monday night, as
Kurth laid out the options
that face the football program, particularly after the
OVC's possible "two-league"
plan, before a determined
group of over 100 boosters.
The decision to offer scholarship flexibility was introduced by OVC school presidents at a September retreat.
One football league would
retain football scholarships
between the maximum number allowed by the NCAA
(63) and a minimum of 44.
The other league would have
no scholarship requirements.
"There is no way I want
to stop playing football,"
Kurth said through an MSU
news release. "We need to
play football, but we need to
play it in a little different
way."
That's where the athletic
boosters came in.
After Kurth concluded his
statement, the floor was open
for questions and comments.
It was clear that in no way
were boosters in favor of a)
dropping football, b) going
to Division III or c) playing
(intramural) football under
the proposed two-league plan.
The strong consensus
among the boosters was to
stick it out and play OVC
football at the current Divison I-AA level, but — "we
need to play it in a little
different way....better!"
(It should be noted that
Mahoney left for Monday
night's football practice
before Kurth's program
began, although his name
never "actually" came up
during the two-hour meeting.)
Van Haverstock, president
of the Racer Athletics Association (formerly Racer
Club), said that the sentiment
is definitly to "continue to
support the program at the
current level and get it back
to where it once was.
"Just because the deficit is
getting larger each year,
doesn't mean you have to
continue to cut back," Haverstock explained. "There's
another attack — contact
alumni and build financial
support. Go out and get a
professional fund-raiser that
is a known expert in that
field, not just someone within the university."
The main concern seemed
to be what effect would
dropping football down in
status have on the school?
Many believed it is vital to
the university community to
keep the program at the present level.
,(Corit'd on page 9)
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Calloway County girls rally (SCO
from 4-0 deficit to post tie
Good service.

Actions & Reactions
FOOTBALL
UNDATED (AP)- Keith Jackson and Garin vans, two former holdouts
who were given free agency by a federal court, took advantage by chan_ging teams. Jackson, a three-time Pro Bowl selection at tight end for Philadelphia, agreed to a four-year dial with Miami, and Voris, a former New
England defensive end, signed a two-year pact with the San Francisco
49ers.
Jackson wont to court last week, along with Voris, wide receiver Webster Slaughter and running back D.J. Dozier. U.S. District Judge David
Doty declared them unrestricted free agents and barred interference from
their former teams, which claimed exclusive negotiating rights even
though their contracts expired.
F ETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)- Danny Ford, who coached Clemson to
the 1981 national championship but resigned two years ago, Joined Arkansas as a consulting assistant coach to help revive the Razorbacks'
offense. Ford had a 96-29-4 record during 11 years at Clemson, and was
the youngest national coach of the year at 33 in 1981.
But one year later, the NCAA placed Clemson on two years probation
for numerous rule violations. On Jan. 5, 1990, the NCAA uncovered 14
alleged rules violations. Less than three weeks later, Ford resigned and
the Tigers hired Ken Hatfield from Arkansas.

Staff Report
Murray L.dge & Times
Calloway County got down by
four goals to St. Mary Saturday
only to come up with four of
their own in the second half to
force a 4-4 tie in girls' soccer
action Saturday.
Calloway's Carrie Bell scored
three goals and Jennifer Dowdy
added another to force the tie
after trailing 4-0 at the half.
"Ordinarily, I wouldn't be hap-

MSU boosters...
Racer basketball has performed
this function, similar to Kansas
State's rise in football, but why
not Racer football?
Kurth, who will now oversee
athletics, stressed that football
adds "ambiance" to the university. And, no one doubts that he is
faced with a fiscal responsibility
to those on campus and in
Frankfort.
However, in an area where the
objective is to educate and mold
young people, what example is
set when at the first sign of trouble the university cuts and runs?
The boosters laid out their own
options and proposed plans,
which would increase funding for
the football program (through a
professional fund-raiser), but the
ball ultimately stays in the
school's court.
•Many in attendance at the
meeting expressed concern over
the proposed Special Events Center. Lack of information available
to the public was the main concern and university officials
agreed and said it would try to
accomodate the supporters. Kurth
explained that the project is on
course and construction "could"
begin on the 8,050 seat arena in
late summer of next year.

Horn offices Bloomington Illinois

Calloway's next game will be
tonight, as part of a tripleheader
against Marshall County.

AMERICAS LEAGUE
East DMeise
L
GB
W
586
92 115
Toronto
571
119 67
2'4
lAiraukes
65 71
545 Es
474 17'A
74 112
Cleveland
74 113
471 I.
Doron
74 83
471 Is
New Yoni
446 22
Boston
70 87
West Division
L
W
566
93 63
lAnnesda
86 70
7
551
71
Chocago
545 •
74 82
474 19
Texas
442 24
Calton'
69 67
Kansas Crty
442 24
69 117
Seattle
60
365 33
x-cinched tevison lIla
Tuesday'. Goatee
New York (Planetoids 6-12) at Clthalend (Nig/
16-10) 635 pm
Boston (Darwin 9-6) it Toronto (Key 12-13). 625
pm
Baena*
Dont (Tanana
13 10). 635 pm
Chimgo (McDowal 20-9)
705 pm
Teen (Brown 20-10) at Oakland IMMO 15-12),
905 pm
Minutiae ((land 10-1) at Smile (Rent 3-2).
935 pm
Kansas City (Rasmussen 3-0) at Craton.(Beaver ll 10) 935 pm

4

Kansas City had taken a 10-7
lead in the second quarter on a
22-yard field goal by -Nick Lowery that was set up by rookie
Doug Terry's first career interception on a poorly thrown ball
by Marinovich.
Chiefs nose tackle Bill Maas
was taking Marinovich down
when Marinovich threw a weak
pass that fluttered directly into
Terry's hands. Terry returned it
nine yards to the Los Angeles 41.
Krieg had scored on a 3-yard
bootleg earlier in the second
quarter to lift Kansas City into a
7-7 tie.
Lowery kicked a 41-yard field
goal late in the fourth quarter,
and Kansas City got its final
points when Charles Mincy intercepted Marinovicte

Nona

DIVISION I-AA POLL
OVERLAND PARK, Kan (AP)- The tin 20 towns
In to 1992 NCAA Chian I-AA football pal, with
era-place votes in parentheses, records through
Sept 27. total pants and previous ranking
Record Pis Pry
2
3-0-0 80
1. Marshal (4)
4
74
3-0-0
2. Northets lova
3
3-0-0 74
(be) Villanova
5
68
3-0-0
4. Eastern Kentucky
6
5.
8
4-0-0 60
6. Citadel
1
3-1-0 55
7 Youngstown
10
2-1-0 53
8 kiddie Tenn. State
2-2-0 47 Ill
9 Northeast Louisiana
14
3-0-0 45
.10. William 4 Mary
20
3-1-0 38
11 Florida AIM
7
2-1-0 34
12 Delaware
19
2-2-0 31
13 McNees' State
2-1-0 22
14. Richmond
4-0-0 21
15. Nonh Carolina MIT
2-2-0 20 115
16. SW Tian State
2-24 18 Ill
17. SW Mama State
2-2-0 17
18. Sancti
9
19 Tennessee-Criatlanooga 2-1-0
21-0
Liyrn WasNngion
4_

Idaho

state

game behind Minnesota in the
chase for second place, got a
career-high five RBIs from Tim
Raines. He hit a two-run single
during a four-run fifth inning and
hit a three-run homer in a fiverun seventh.
George Bell hit his 25th homer
and drove in three runs for the
White Sox. Kirk McCaskill
(12-12) was the winner and Pat
Mahomes (3-4) was the loser.
The Twins rallied for three
runs in the bottom of the ninth,
but the comeback fell short.

(Coned from page 8)
burgh as the two teams to secure
postseason spots this year.
"Let me just tip my hat to the
Oaklands, they're a better team
than us," Twins manager Tom
Kelly said. "They've won
90-plus games. That's a large
number. And they deserved to
win. They've been the better
team throughout the course of the
year and a much stronger team in
the second half especially."
The White Sox, now only one

MAJOR LEAGUES

The Top Twenty Fie learro In the Aseocialed
Press lee? odds, WWI MI. with Am -Pince vol..
in
26. total pants
based on 25 points tor a frit
one
paint lot a 251h piece vow and raiding in Wel week's
Pol
Record Pis Pas
1 Washington (44)
3-0-0 1.525 2
2 Mani (12)
3-0-0 1.471 1
3 Ganda Si (4)
4-0-0 1,431 3
Michigan
24-1 1.321 4
44-0 1.267 5
5 Texas MM (1)
6 Notre Dame
1-0-1 1.228 6
7 Tennessee
4-0-0 1.172 8
II Penn Si
44-0 1,127 9
9 Alabama (1)
40-0 1,123 7
10 Colorado
4-0-0
955 10
11 UCLA
34-0
62011
12 Oho St.
3-0-0
$4012
13 Flonda
1-1-0
768 13
14 Virginia
4-0-0
761 14
15 Nebraska
3-1-0
668 15
16 Georgia
3-1-0
607 16
17 Syracuse
2-1-0
553 17
18 Stanford
3-14
527 19
19 Oklahoma
2-1-0
359 20
20 Southern Cal
1-0-1
352 22
21 N Carcina St
4-1-0
346 23
22 Boston Coles,
4-0-0
297 25
23. Georgia Tech
2-1-0
178 24 Iksaisapp Si
2-1-0
75 ?S. Clemson
1-2-0
64 16
Others removing vol.. West Virginia 43, Callan'
40. Kansas 29, Nara 24, San Diego State 24.
Washington State 18,
Carolina 12, Vanderbilt
10, Auburn 5. Central lAchgan 3, Indiana 3, Anions
1, Rutgers 1

puenseut recasts through Saps
place vote ouougc

Kansas City...

Idle A's•••

THE TOP 25

Pet.

assmon

Pct. GS

1-cuitiarta
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96

oaccionaia 12-13) at
at marmots (Ttontarr

2-2)

PrADONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
GII
Pct.
x-Pittsbunpi
94 10 .599 Montreal
96 71
546
St Laois
79 7$ .503 15
75 1112
4711 19
Nevi ont
69 68
439 25
PhiadeShia
68 89
433 26
Weil Diviner
W I
Pct.
GB
Atlanta
93 62
6943 Cincinnati
564 5'4
88 68
San Diego
80 75 .516 13
Houston
76 90 .487 174
San Francisco
69 87 .442 24.4
Los Angeles
61 95 .391 374
x-cinchad divison atle
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles (Astado 4-4) at Cincinnati (Pugh 4-1)
635 pm
San Francisco
Atlanta (Lailarendi
13-7). 640 pm
Philadelphia (Gnaw 3-2) at New York (Saberhe gen 3-4). 640 p.m
Pittsburgh (Sint 8-8) at Chicago (Cando 9-10),
705 p m.
Manse) (Barnes 6-6) at St Louis (Teatabury
16-5). 705 V le,

•
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Silicone Sealant 10 oz.

Soft White Bulbs

Seals cracks, joints, doorframes
and more. Can be applied at
temperatures as low as 23°. Clear
or white 11315, 16

For the brightest illumination, use
these long-lasting Soft White
bulbs. Choose 4 pack of 40, 60,
75 or 100 watt 35004,10,11,12

Stock #93009

*\/-6 Engine
*Overdrive Transmission
'AM FM Cassette
*Chrome Rear Step Bumper

YOUR CHOICE

*Power Steering
*Raised White Letter Tires
*Sliding Rear Window
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S.
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Latex Enamel
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10x25 Ft. Poly Film
3-mil clear or black all purpose
poly has hundreds of uses in
garden or workshop. 58205,
58209

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

61•11 •••••

That's
State Farm
insurance."State Farm Insurance Companies

Goalkeeper Mitzi Rickman had
10 saves, while the defense was
anchored by Kadonna Randolph
and Kellie Williams. Tracey West
and Dowdy added one assist
each.

quarter. But that was the last
noise the Raiders would make.
The Raiders had a horrible,
backwards drive in the third quarter after reaching midfield.
Steve Smith was called for
holding, Marinovich was sacked
for an 8-yard loss, Marcus Allen
was stopped for no gain, a delay
of game penalty was called and
Reggie McElroy was called for
personal foul. Allen picked up
three yards, giving the Raiders a
third-and-43 from their own 14.
A 31-yard punt gave Kansas
City the ball at the Los Angeles
48, and the Chiefs took nine
plays to score on Krieg's 7-yard
run that made it 17-7 two plays
into the fourth quarter.

7-•••

Like a good neighbor,
good coverage. State Farm is there.good price-

py with a tie, but the girls played
good soccer in the second half,"
explained Lady Laker coach Jeff
ehoch

(Cont'd from page 8)

(Cont'd from page 8)
As usual, the discussion
reverted back to athletics vs.
academics. There is a relationship
between academics and athletics
and recently a model was
presented.
In the Aug. 31 issue of Sports
Illustrated, writer Douglas S.
Looney showed how the overall
success of Kansas State University has grown as the football
team's record grew.
President Jon Wefald went to
KSU in 1986, when the Wildcat
football team was Division l's
worst and enrollment at the
school had gone from 19,500 in
1980 to 17500 in six years.
Said KSU provost James Coffman: "The perception that football was in disarray created the
assumption that the university
was in disarray."
Kansas State began its football
"renaissance" in 1989 by hiring a
new coach, Bill Snyder. and
pumping money into the
program.
Taking over a team that was in
the midst of an 0-26-1 streak,
Snyder took the Wildcats to a 7-4
mark last year and the results
have been positive on all fronts.
And, the article points out, as
the football team has improved,
so has the rest of the university:
•Enrollement last spring was
19,775.
*Only five schools in the country have produced more Rhodes
Scholars since '86.
*Kansas State was one of only
three schools to have four finalists (including one winner) for
the prestigious Truman scholarship last year and ranks first in
the nation (Since '86) in producing winners.
Wefald was the first Kansas
State president since 1950 to
understand the enourmous role
that the sport plays in public perception. The trickle-down is similarly positive.
Peter Nichols, dean of the college of arts and sciences, says the
alumni, "have a great love for
this institution. Some of it is
academic; a great deal is athletics. Everything seems easier
when the football team has won
the game."
Also, there seems to be no
antagonism from the faculty concerning football, because everyone understands that football is
important - nearly as important
as KSU's new $27 million library
and $5 million arts center.
KSU's fund-raising drive,
called Essential Edge, which
began in 1989, hit its target of
$125 million in two years. Says
Wefald, "It was good timing to
start Essential Edge just as our
football program began to win
games."
Donald .Mrozek, chairman of
KSU's history department, says
that it is important to understand
"the role of sport as the social
glue."
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Are In
Stop By Today for a
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will have the opposing teams
To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad
on your official entry form
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number
and will be announced on next
below.The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25
s the total game scores or is
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is limited to one entry per person.
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest
& Times are ineligible.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger
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Your Complete
Golf Shop
PrcLine Equipment
Repair Service
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State finally gets a chance to
After three games on the road to open the 1992 season, Mississippi
on Florida, with a week off
perform in front on the home folks. Last years Southeast Conference champi
y night. The Gators were
Thursda
on
on
attracti
the
after a 31-14 loss to Tennessee, will be the other half of
The Bulldogs still have
nce.
confere
the
outside
e
Syracus
to
only
losing
undefeated in the league last fall,
Florida whipped
L.S.U.
of
hands
high hopes in spite of a surprise 24-3 setback three weeks ago at the
week.
this
State last fall 29-7, and we favor the Gators again
Saturday as 1991's undefeated
One of the real biggies of the season will take place in Miami
last fall and both were to intraHurricanes entertain Florida State. The Seminoles lost only two games
State has already beaten last
Florida
14-9.
Florida
to
state rivals Miami nipped them 17-16 and they lost
Iowa inthe season opener. The
years Atlantic Coast conference champion Clemson and Miami whipped
nod again this year goes to the 'Canes.
on the road.The Trojans were
Southern California is another team that opens with three straight games
weeks ago -and now they travel
bed by San Diego State(and almost lost it) - then surprised Oklahoma two
just finished a big tussel of
Huskies
The
to Seattle to take on our 1991 national champion Washington.
Soutem Cal last season
beat
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Washing
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a,
on
Nebrask
their own as they beat Big Eight champi
14-3. The Huskies are favored.
Saturday it's Michigan at Ann
And Iowa, 10-1 in 1991,gets another toughie, its fourth in five games.This
way.
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all
Arbor, arid it should be the Wolverines
19,fell to .728 based on 415 right and
Our picking percentage,through games of Saturday, September
155 wrong.
d .. and L.S.U. will lose to
Texas A & AA is favored over Texas Tech.. Notre Dame wiN beat Stanfor
Tennessee

9. son Francisco vs. L.A. Rams
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Michael J. Schroader
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Cain's *4
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1. Atlanta vs. Green Bay

UNIVERSITY
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10. Tampa Bay vs. Indianapolis

.
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now a o service Dent
Master. A paintless dent
removal system.
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How You Like Pizza At Home.

4.

2 Medium 2 Topping Pizzas
and a 2 Liter Coke

5.

6.

3. Kansas City vs. Denver
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1406 Main
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Florida State
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Navy
• Georgia Tech
Middle Tennessee
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Archaeologists unearth well-preserved
city once destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar

——
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J of clubs, East playing the queen on
North dealer.
the third Taunt
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
South recognized that his only
* K 73
chance was to engineer a squeeze.
Q 96
Since squeezes seldom operate un•A K 7
less declarer haa only one loser re+9654
maining, Muckley discarded a spade
EAST
on the queen of clubs.
WEST
•J 98
East shifted to a spade, taken by
•Q 10 6 4
V 542
declarer with the ace. Muckley then
V 73
cashed the A-Q of hearts and A-K of
•QJ85
•9 4 3
Q 82
diamonds before playing two more
•AKJ10
trumps to reach this position:
SOUTH
North
•A 5 2
•K 7
VAKJ 108
*9
%••• • 106 2
East
West
+73
•J 9
•Q 10
The bidding:
•Q
* 10
South West
North East
South
Pass
l V
Pass
Pass
GINA HANCOCK/Lodger It Times photo 2 NT
•5
Pass
3
Pass
left, and Mur- 4,
•10
Calloway County Judge-Executive George Weaks,
declaring the week Opening lead — king of clubs.
• 10
ray Mayor Bill Cherry signed a proclamation
They were
Week.
cashed the ten of
Center
declarer
When
Care
Day
Adult
National
20
of Sept.
y
-Callowa
were caught in
Murray
the
defenders
hearts,
of
ago
years
many
director
played
deal,
This
Payton,
joined by, left to right, Lisa
Care by Jo Muckley ofSeattle, provides an a vise. West could notspare the ten of
Shared
Hill,
Debbie
Services;
Care
Home
County Hospital
at MCCH. excellent example of proper squeeze clubs, so he had to discard a spade.
coordinator; and Lynn Meurer, director of nursing
The club nine, having served its
-day-per- technique. Muckley reached four
three
a
provides
program
Care
The hospital's Shared
was discarded from dummy,
purpose,
notrump
Three
as
shown.
hearts
week program for older adults.
would have been much easier — nine and East now felt the pinch. He
couldn't afford to let the diamond
tricks were available off the top.
It appears that declarer mustlose queen go,so he also pitched a spade.
four tricks — two clubs, a spade and Declarer then scored the last two
a diamond — but Muckley found the tricks with dummy's K-7 of spades
solution. Weststarted with the K-A- and the contract was home.
Tomorrow: Larceny at the crossroads.
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Shared Care is local
hospital's program for elderly

-

nutritious breakfast, hot lunch
Shared Care, the adult day
snacks, as well as appropriate
and
Murrayby
offered
program
Calloway County Hospital, is a filed trip offerings of interest to
three-day-per-week program that the participants. Social and recreprovides older adults supervised ational activities include exersocialization with senior adults. cises, crafts, group discussion,
The Shared Care facility pro- games and guest speakers. If
vides socialization, group interac- necessary, the staff will remind
tion, field trips and other activi- participants to take scheduled
ties for adults who are limited in medications.
Open 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
their ability to function indepenWednesdays and FriMondays,
The
y.
dently in the communit
Care's maximum
Shared
days,
respite
provides
only
not
program
for older adults, but gives care- cost is $25 a day. Fees will vary,
givers the peace of mind that depending upon the age, income
their loved one is being taken and social needs of participants.
through his work as a folklorist
care of while they attend to State reimbuisement is available
for the Smithsonian Institution in
errands, housework, buying for those who meet income
the early 1970s.
guidelines.
groceries or paying bills.
Mrs. Rankin, who is part of a
To find out how you or a loved
located on the
Care,
Shared
Port Gibson, Miss., quilting bee, ground floor of the George one can benefit from the Shared
committed the true story of her
Weaks Community Center on Care program, call 753-0576. A
father's murder to an entirely
Poplar Street in Murray, is staff member will be happy to
handcrafted quilt at Freeman's
answer your questions.
offered by MCCH Home Care
urging, according to Victoria
social
qualified
Shared Care is funded, in part,
A
Services.
Faoro, executive editor of the
es
coordinat
a contract with the PurchHill,
under
worker, Debbie
society's magazine American
Development District
the volunteer
Area
ase
directs
program,
the
Quilter and a curator at the
staff and provides case manage- and the Kentucky Cabinet for
museum.
Human Resources with funds
ment for the program's
Mrs. Rankin was one of the
from the U.S. Department of
ts.
participan
quitters Freeman studied in MisHealth and Human Services.
Shared Care services include a
sissippi on a project for
Smithsonian.
Black quilters predate 19th
century emancipation. Slaves reg(Lowest
Fast Friendly Service • 76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery•Cigarettes
ularly quilted in secret — toiling
•
Groceries
•
Gifts)
FREE
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons &
on a plantation all day, and then
Stamps
Food
•
Cream
Ice
•
Drinks
•
es
Sandwich
Snacks • Coffee •
unraveling feed and flour sacks
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.
for yam and coloring their creations with plant dyes.
24
Some researchers believe planfor
credit
took
mistresses
tation
quilts actually made by their
skilled slaves.
811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333
Quilts sewn in secret concealed
coded messages for runaway
slaves and were secret maps of
safe houses along the Underground Railroad.
"For so long, African American quilts have been
••••
ignored," Cuesta Benberry,
—BOARDING—
author of "Always There: The
Round Pen • Outside Riding Area
African-American Presence in
telea
in
said
American Quilts,"
phone interview.
"You can find so little inform
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningha
mation in quilt books about black
people; It's almost non-existent.
Penny Hwy.783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
home."
But black people have made
"We don't just board horses...we give them a
as
long
as
quilts in America
white people."

Art by black quilters
traces long history

Autopsy shows
girl was strangled
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— An autopsy showed strangulation was the cause of death for a
16-year-old Morganfield girl who
was missing for 12 days before
her body was discovered during
the weekend, authorities said
Monday.
Dr. Mark LaVaughn, a regional
medical examiner for western
Kentucky, said dental records
were used to identify the body of
Patricia K. Johnson, who was
found in a small stream Saturday
in a remote area of Union
County.
The girl's brother-in-law, Toni
Lee Parrish, 26, has been arrested
and charged with murder and
kidnapping.
Johnson was last seen Sept. 14
when she went to pick up her
niece, Parrish's daughter, to take
her to a baby-sitter

Make ONE Stop Do It All

OPEN 7 DAYS •

HOURS

C Stables

Henry County Medical Center's

Lake Haven Center
is pleased to announce

Gerard Monette, M.D.
Psychiatrist
hasjoined the medical staff.
Dr. Monette is the Psychiatric Unit's Medical
Director. He will be opening his private
outpatient practice on October 1st. He is
currently accepting private appointments.
Gerard Monette, M.D.
General Adult Psychiatry
426 South Lake Street
Paris, TN 38242
(901) - 644-0801
After Hours, Call 644-8420
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PAGE II

Try the mpossible

BOSTON (AP) — A Babylonian king's destruction of a city in
Israel 2.600 years ago left a "snapshot" of ancient life by preserving artifacts that ordinarily would not have survived, archaeologists
say.
Residents of Ashkelon left many possessions behind when they
fled Nebuchadnezzar and his army in 604 B.C.. said Lawrence Stager. professor of archaeology at Harvard University.
"This is the irony of archaeology and history," Stager said.
"Their suffering is, at least now from a distance, our good
fortune."
A team of Harvard archaeologists working this summer at Ashkelon, about 65 miles Southwest of Jerusalem, excavated a warehouse, an accounting office and a complete human skeleton, its
skull crushed, sprawled amid smashed pottery.
"It gives one an eerie feeling, seeing this corpse lying there in
place exactly where he fell during that siege." Stager said.
Nebuchadnezzar II sent some inhabitants of Ashkelon back to
Babylon as forced laborers, Stager said. Ancient documents show
the king plundered and destroyed a number of cities. including Jerusalem, as he expanded his empire.
The city's remains, buried under centuries of dirt, were wellpreserved amid rubble left by fires set by,Nebuchadnezzar's troops.
said Joe Greene, curator of publications at the Harvard Semitic
Museum, which has been sponsoring excavations at Ashkelon since
1985.
"The effect is like that of Pompeii, in which the instant that it
happened is trapped in the layers that were destroyed." Greene
said.
The Roman city of Pompeii wits buried and thousands were
killed when Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 A.D. Archaeologists
found the remains of some victims in their last moments, including
a "pregnant woman and a man trying to shield her with a veil from
the suffocating ash.
"Archaeologists are very ghoulish people" who relish the phenomenon of sites that are well-preserved because of ancient disastera,- said William Sumner, director of the Oriental Institute at the
University of Chicago.
Among the artifacts found at Ashkelon were storage jars containing traces of charred wheat, a small scale and a dozen square
weights.
"What you find is objects of daily life more or less abandoned in
the place where they were used," said Sumner, who has conducted
digs in Iran. "You have all these relationships among objects revealed to you right there on the ground."

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — An
exhibit at the Museum of the
American Quitter's Society here
promises "More Than Just Something to Keep You Warm."
One example of the 35-piece
African-American exhibit, which
continues through Jan. 23, is a
quilt that depicts an armed white
man standing over his freshly
killed black victim.
An inscription embroidered on
Rankin's
Hystercine
quilt, titled
inch
82-inch-by-97"Memories of My Father's
Death," reads:
"On April 2, 1939 at 8 o'clock
Farrel Humphrey kill my father
Denver Gray near Union Church,
Miss. Wasn't nothing did about it
They didn't even arrested him.
Mother buried him the next day
Blacks was afraid to come to the
funeral. My Father left 8
children."
Linda Farley, a St. Louis
businesswoman, said Mrs. Rankin's quilt was chilling and said
the exhibit's title was apt.
"I grew up with people making quilts we used as bed covers," she said Saturday. "But
this changes the whole way you
look at them."
Roland Freeman, who
assembled the exhibit, said he
sought to educate all Americans
about the black artistic contributions to quilting.
"From boyhood, I've had a
thing about quilts and how people
put a part of themselves in it,"
said Freeman, 56, a photographer
whose work has appeared in
Time, Forbes, National Geographic and other publications.
Freeman's photographs of contemporary quilters accompany
their work.
Freeman, a Baltimore native,
began collecting quilts, in part,
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PROGRAM CARS
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
4 to choose from, leather interiors,
mileage as low as 10,000 miles.

1992 Olds Cutlass Ciera S
Burgandy exterior with burgandy
cloth, 14,000 miles, fully equipped.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan
White with blue cloth, 10,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Corsica LT
V-6 engines, 2 to choose from.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
Cot.licies with all the options, V-6
engines, mileage as low as 8,000
miles.

USED CARS
1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
39,000 miles, sapphire blue metallic
with blue cloth.

1990 Mercury Sable GS
Silver exterior, 36,000 miles, 1
owner new car trade-in.

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
1 owner, new car trade.

1990 Ford Taurus GL
Full power, 48,000 miles, 1 owner
new Oldsmobile trade in.

1989 Jeep Wrangler Sahara
6 cylinder, 5 speed, soft top, 34,000
miles.

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham
51,000 miles, leather interior
Cadillac trade-in.

1988 Dodge Diplomat Salon
51,000 miles, white with blue cloth,
318 V-8 engine.

1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
72,000 miles, light blue metallic,
blue cloth, sharp car.

1986 Lincoln Town Car
Charcoal gray with burgandy
leather, 82,000 miles, nice car.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Adow PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
GC)

600 Tyson Ave • Hwy 79S • Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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CONGRATULATIONS
&

THANK You
To each and everyone at our Murray Plant.
Because of your hard work and dedication
the 10 millionth engine
has been assembled
in less than seven short years.
This remarkable feat
could not have been accomplished
without your help.
Again, Thank You.
AIND

BRIGGS & STRATTON

The power in power equipment.

MURRAY PLANT

• •. ••, , •

Classified

DEADLINES

•

ANNOUNCEMEN4 S
Legal Notice
010
Notice
020
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050
KNIPLOY NIF:ST
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090
100
110

i9u
:370

390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
1717
180

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines

200
210

Sports Equipment
Firewood

220
260

Musical
T.V. & Radio

380

Pets & Supplies
MISUELLANEOVS

410
540

Public Sale

560
570

For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

240

Miscellaneous

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for•comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance •rici nonappruved charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expense's to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $652 in 199'2.
For rfliOTT information
call

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753.4199
"our 29th year of service'

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates In
town

753-6910
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119.
Tues
1 800-649 3804

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
ftioliA7,,,:d'roW,:u7P5rissee7italci
VIITINAN 18101111111111 WIIILCOMID

ALLIANCE

Icw T RALE R TRAINING aaTFO
LEBANON, V N

1-800-334-1203
THE following truck will be
offered for sale by public
auction to recover wrecker
and storage fees 1973
Kenworth, VIN *223093
The auction will be held
Friday, 10/2/92, 10 00am,
Tabers Body Shop, Murray

If you're interested

KIDS Club Family Daycare
Home in Puryear Limited
space available, Mon.-Fri.,
w/occasional night and
weekend care. Call for
more information
901-247-5774.

Translate and
Transcribe

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Help
Wanted
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
( Paris, TN, 642-4297, 4-12.
)

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL HOUSE X

CAFE

Exotic Dancers
A Hwy. 71 Earl Pars, Tenn. A
X Mon.-Sat, 2.12 Midnight X
X
901-6424297
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

),(,

HELP wanted, apply in person, Eastside BP No
phone calls
HOUSE Inspectors No
exp necessary. Up to $800
wkly. Call 219-769-6649,
ext. H-239, 9am to 9pm, 7
days

WORKING band needs experienced lead player,
rhythm or keyboard player
489-2267
090
Situation
Wanted
CUT this out and save my
number_ Do house cleaning, call Betty, 474-2131, or
leave message Have
references

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Rood. right on Sq. Hata Rood 1/4 mils
NON PliOi I 0PC.AN 'Al,

P.O. Box 1033

ON

Murray

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

EMPLOYMENT opportunities are now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone
who is interested in the
program may call 759-1965
for an appointment

LPN's
Come join our
team of health
care professionals in caring for
the elderly. Britthaven of Benton
has a full time
and part time
availposition
able. Salary &

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray. Ky.

benefits comparable.
Hwy. 641 South
Diana LPN, SDC
EXPERIENCED house
keeper and ironer needed
on Fridays References
759-1401 leave message
FULL time Secretary
Bookkeeper for legal office
Excellent secretarial and
organizational skills re
gored Word Perfect ex
penence preferred Send
resume to P 0 Box
1040-L, Murray, KY 42071

OLAN MILLS

THE NATIONS STUDIO
Searching For Managers Who Lave
People, Travel, & Money!!
A) Full Benefit Package
B) Paid Expenses
C) No Experience Necessary
D) Paid Training
For A Personal Interview Call 1-800543-5940 Eastern Standard Time Mon.& Tues. 8:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m. Wed.Fri. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ask for AD TSA
*7.
E.O.E. M/F

REGISTERED NURSES, full or pan time positions
availabk with Home Care aad borne visits made is Graves
competitive
County only. Monday through Friday with
Director of
Ohioan,
Janice
Contact:
salaries.
sod
benefits
May1099,
Box
P.O.
Hospital,
Community
Home Care,
field, Ky. 42066 (502) 247-5211 ext. 327
tine
CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT,(CNA) pie
made
position available with Home Care with home visits
with
Gravel County only. Monday through Friday
compeauve benefits mid salaries. Contact Janice Glissoe,
P.O. Box
Director of Home Care, Community Hospital,
327 EOE
1099, Mayfield, Ky. 42066(502) 247-5211 ext.
M/F/1-1
availMEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST (ASCP) position
and the
able. Poultice requires arrest registry or ehgble,
advanced, led
ability to perform a vtriety of standmitmd.
in the
equipment
and
teclisigira
using
WU
mecishred
laikwasory,
Isborsiory Contact Gene Klaus Drector
Ky 42066
Community Hospital,P0 Box 1099, Mayfield.
(502) 247-5211 EDE IiVFM

5"

4"

6"

7"

8"

9"

KO"

6.00 10.00 15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 36.00 40.00 45.00 60.00

2

8.00 18.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 46.00 80.00

75.00 80.00 105.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

5

18.00 38.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 182.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $5.00 minimum let day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1 76 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Sh000inst Guide.)
52 00 extra for blind box ads

Boats & Motors

Business
Services

Articles
For Sale

instruction

320

2s0

ISO

110

060
Help
Wanted

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
• Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

3"

2"

1"

1

T It ANSPORTAT I(IN

to:
P.O. Box 2843
Paducah, Ky
42002-2843.

Knights of Columbus Hall

1

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Want to Buy,

(Drs open at 6-U0

753-0166

thaven of Benton.
Come talk to us about what we have to
offer. Applications
also being taken for
class for those who
aren't certified.

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 80% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ma Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1.75 per column inch sans for Tuesday.

Days
Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

SEWING jobs wanted, inKENTUCKY licensed opti- cluding formal wear
cian for finishing lab Cap753-1061
Hwy. 641 South
Old German SCrIpt
able of training other perDiana LPN, SDC
Have References
that
Opticianry,
in
WILL clean houses, reasonel,
Call Done Kramer
will be capable of passing sonable rates 437-4064
753-1116
the Kentucky State Board
40-80 K PER YEAR. Nati of Opticians Please send WILL do ironing in my
Wholesale Perfume Co _ resume to H C Denham, home Call 474-2131, ask
local area.
Betty or leave phone
WAYNE Darnell Marine seeks REP for
312 N 12th, Murray. for
whlse 00
number
sales,
direct
No
to
the
is
relocating
Repair
KY 42071
184
corner of Highway 121 only 713-893-0
take care of elderly,
for busy WILL
South arid 280 Dana and COLLECTION CLERK: NURSE wanted
sick Experience and referto
Dunes
office
physician's
Tom Hoffman. owners of Full-time position,
753-4590 If no
res, la- ences Call
Hoffman's Nursery, pur- 12-8:30pm, high school include venipunctu Ben- answer leave message, I'll
procedures
chased my property on diploma or equivalent,and boratory
call
Hours return your
Highway 94 East After previous collection experi- efit package
reSend
8-5
,
-Fri
Mon
construction of a new build- ence required. Contact'
100
to
ing I will reopen for busi- Murray-Calloway County sume with references
Business
Murray,
ness I regret any inconve- Hospital, Personnel De- P 0 Box 1040-M,
Opportunity
nience to my customers partment, 803 Poplar KY 42071
and friends Telephone, Street, Murray KY 42071
OLAN Mills has several im436-5464
mediate openings for teleEOE
people No
YOU Dig Mum field now DO you need a JOB, or do phone sales
necessary
open All colors, $2 00 to you need help in making experience
Also need a messenger for
Small businesHours
$4 00 each
positive advances for the light delivery work, know330-8 00pm Take 94 W to future? We have 22 JOB
ses with min.
Apply
Charley Thurman Rd , turn OPENINGS for people be- ledge of area helpful
DogRichard
to
person
in
net of $75,000
right, 1st house on the right tween the ages of 16-22
grell at Murray Plaza Court
Y'all Come!!.
years, if you are not in Motel, Murray, KY Mon
per year.
school Call 753-9378 five
from 5-9pm and Tues thru
Qualified
days a week between Fri from 9am-1pm and
8.00am-3 00pm We are an
sellers
5-9pm EOE,
EOE This project is funded
reply
please
Kentucky
by the Western
PARK RANGERS Game
ADOPTION An answer to
Private Industry Council- wardens, security, maintewith name
your situation and our pray- JTPA
nance, etc No exp necesers Four generations and
telephone
&
call
For
information
sary
lots of love await your new- DO you want to work a few
ext. 7159,
649,
219-769-6
make
numbers
born Let's help each other
hours each week and
gam-9pm, 7 days.
Call Tom and Kathy any- $10000 or more?? Pick
your own time 9am-1pm or PART time gymnastics intime 1-800-362-2714
5-9pm If this is you, and structor for local business
Legal and confidential
you have a pleasant per- 753-6705 or 753-1976
sonality and want to work in
050
my office with other pleas- SECRETARY/Receptionist
Lost
ofant personalities, call me at wanted for physicians
And Found
753-7622 for more informa- fice Typing skills preferred
Experience preferred
LOST Ladies billfold a ben EOE. M/F
resume with referBoone's Coin Laundry on DRIVERS •Min age 23 '1 Send to P 0, Box 1040-N,
ences
Story Ave Keep money,
year OTR exp 'Spousal Murray, KY 42071.
return contents 492-8673
riding program 'Good pay
and benefits with CDL *Up
to 27¢/mile McClendon
Trucking 1-800-633-7233

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

OPEN 10 Mt PLIII [C

in working in a caring & loving enviyoull
ronment,
want to be at Brit-

(EfTecove Jan 2. 1981)

SERVICES

1(1. NI

060

QMA's
MIA's

Classified Ad

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Help
Warded

Notice

Notice

7534916

060

020

flu

ADJUSTMENTS

insertion of their ads
Advertisers ars requested to check the first
be responsible for
will
Times
•
Lodger
for any error. The Murray
be reported immedionly one incorrect insertion. Any error should
ately so corrections can be made.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
3 p.m.
Tuesday
y
Edition
Thursda
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
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Apartments
For Rent

1, 2. 3 or 4BR furnished
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest] apartments, nice, near unigations, Souttiside Shop- versity 753-6111 daytime,
PIANO Lessons Lynn TOBACCO bases, 3 31 ping Center, Suite *102, 753-0606 nights
acres Call 753-1399, Murray, 753-2641
Grove area 435-4573
1 OR 2br apts near downor
489 - 2 1 1 6
town Murray 753-4109
901-642-5300
270
140
2BR apt in Northwood
Mobile
Want
U.S. SURPLUS Desert
753-0521 or 753-9475
Homes For Sale
To Buy
Storm combat boots, made
and
new
USA.
14x76 BUCCANEER 2br, 2 2BR apt, stove, refrigeraANTIQUES by the piece or in the
collections Call 753-9433 used, sizes 6-12'A Price bath with garden tub, extra tor, furnished, under
range, $15-$36 Call nice Must sell 759-9576 $300/mo Coleman RE,
after 5pm
753-9898
759-1983. ask for Billy at
1974 24x52 DOUBLE wide
CASH paid for good, used Murray Shoe Repair
duplex, carport, cen2BR
3br, 2 bath, must be moved,
rifles, shotguns, and pistral h/a, nice neighborhood
tols. Benson Sporting WELDING tools, compres- must sell 753-9544
available 10/1/92 Coleman
Goods, 519 S 12th, sors, tool chest, gnnders 753-3082
RE, 753-9898
Couch, oak table, chairs,
Murray
2br,
NICE
12x70,
end tables 489-2810 after 1975,
duplex on 1409 B Hill2BR
rebath, with many extras,
LP gas space heater with 6pm
Dr , $325/mo
wood
d,
must
redecorate
cently
in
more,
or
fan, 50,000 BTU
3
with
759-4406
bar
WESTERN
753-1410
sell
good shape 436-2471
stools 753-9469
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice
USED and antique furniALMOST new 2br apartmust be moved, must sell
ture, glass, tools, quilts WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
ment with garage, central
753-4459
answer
no
if
489-2436
290
901-642-6
474-2262,
area
leave message on 1990 CLAYTON mobile ha, appliances Quiet
or
753-8096
$450/mo
machine
home, 14x70, 2br, 2 bath, 753-2633
and
WONDER wood stove new carpet, outbuilding
central h/a,
good condition with 1 rick nice landscaping, excellent CLEAN 2br,
pets 641
wood, $125 1 20' Poulan condition, located in Coach wid hook-up, no
492-8634
South
pay
bank
take
Will
Estates.
489-2693,
$100
saw,
245
7am-gam and after off. Call 759-9311 after DUPLEX at Panorama
6 30pm
8Pm
Shores, on water, $400 up4 LUG tires, 1100-20, 16
stairs, $350 downstairs per
Meter Poles
S
CUMMING
PR, -80-90% rubber. new
month 355-2846
160
in
mobile
ing
Specializ
radial steering tire,
Horne
home electric serViC8S 200
Call
11 00-20-16PR
Furnishings
amp $375 100 amp $325
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
753-1111 for further details
435-4027
KY, is now renting You
ANTIQUE Queen Anne
and price
must be 62, handicapped,
walnut bedroom suite by LYNN Grove area. 28x56
8FT pool table with accesOsgood of Boston, beauti- doublewide on 2 acres, 3br, or disabled New 1 and 2br
sories $800 489-2570
ful burl, first $700 Phone 3 baths, pond, 2 outbuild- units 502-527-8574 for
ings, 2 car garage Must more information Equal
ALFALFA hay, sq bales 753-2089 after 5pm
Housing Opportunity
see 435-4250, 753-5490
345-2196
LUXURY 2br duplex, fireBOGARD trucking and exTHELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
place, large deck, garage
cavating, inc. We haul top
Ave.
Pogue
Moblls
1109
w/electric opener
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
759-9940
Homes For Rent
753-3742 after 5pm
rock, rip rap. 759-1828
Clean Used Furniture Apapwater,
3br,
OR
2
NEW 2br duplex, carport
phances, and Msc horns
COOPER tires with mipliances furnished Riviera appliances, energy effiUse Our Layaway Plan
leage warranty. Lifeline
Nintendo
Now Renting
Courts Coleman RE
cient, deck No pets Lease,
Classic 60,000 miles.
753-9898
$400/mo. 753-7457
Monogram 50,000 miles.
Trendsetters 40,000 miles.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
NEW 2br duplex on NorthWarehouse Tire, 400 Inelectric or gas Walking diswood, appliances furndustrial Road, Murray,
tance to college 753-5209
ished, no pets, deposit re753-1111
Antiques
quired, $400/mo 436-5455
285
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- NOW open The May Berry
after 6pm
Mobile
fish, live or dressed Murray Antique Mall, 114 W
Horne Lots For Rent
NEW large 2br, utility room,
Bait Co. 753-5693
Broadway, downtown Maygas water heater/heat, low
Open
Ky
field,
Village,
Home
MOBILE
GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
,
Monday- available now $75./mo in- utilities, appliances depobest on the market Model 9 30arn-5 00pm,
sit, $390/mo Call after
00pm,
00pm-5
1
cludes water. Coleman RE, 5pm, 753-8828
on display at Simmons Saturday
753-9898,
Security Systems, 810 Sy- Sunday 247-1979
camore St. Murray, KY
753 9403 Bring this ad and
receive $100 off any safe
Expires 10/20/92 M F,
9 00 2 30
PORTABLE all metal huntKILLS FLEAS! By EN- ing stands for sale Can be
FORCER Flea Killers for seen folded up for easy
after
pets, home and yard Guar- carrying 435-4307
5pm
ENBuy
anteed effective
FORCER at Murray TV
210
Home and Auto Hardware
North Side Shopping
Fkawood
Center

BLUEGRASS Banjo lessons $700 753-1487

TIMOTHY horse hay
435-4201 after 6pm

YOUR :11) COI 1.1) 1W HERE
(. 11.1, 753-1916

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
MILUONAIRES MILLJONPANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe-T
Pharmacy
MISC Auto Parts, including
condensors. plugs. gaskets bulbs, etc Moving
Cartons, misc sizes, including 10+ wardrobes
Best offer Wanted 2 horse
trailer, very good condition
492-8858
NATURAL gas space hea
for, 50,000BTU. $100 firm
436-2471
RAINBOW Vacuums, all
models, full warranty, discount prices 443-7720
RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To lull rats and
mice Available at Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware North Side
Shopping Center. Murray
KY
TIRES, Tires Tires New

and uused Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd
753-1111

Murray,

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

PIANO tuning and repair,
753-2099
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair John Gottschalk, 753-9600
24n
Miscellaneous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hobee's Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp sup
plies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buy
ors of coins and stamps
Call 502-753 4161

on-r.71
C•1(.,

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976

•

•,„••-•t•

.
•
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CLASSIFIEDS
S30

510

Pablo

Repair GUTTERING By Seers PLUMBING - Free esti- PLUMBING repairman with
2BR on large lot, 3outbuild- NEW bug shields for pick- 26FT ARGOSY (by Airs- BOB'S Plumbing
Seers residential and com- mates. Affordable rate. same day service. Call
guaranAll
work
Service.
self
A-1
condition,
tream),
and
ings in Almo 753-0680 ups and vans, foreign
mercial continuous gutters Same day service. Al work 436-5255.
753-1134.
teed.
See
alter 5pm or leave domestic, clew and smoke contained, microwave
for your specifica- guaranteed. 492-8818.
installed
prit $19 50/ea Pick-up bed at 1626 W Main or call BRYON'S LAWN SERmessage
tions. Call Soars 753-2310
$34.50/ea Key Auto 436-5685
mats
estimates
Free
VICE.
REFINISHING, stripping,
YOUR AD
for free estimate
BRICK house. 3br, LR Parts Hwy 1215 753-5500
woodworking
By Amish753-459V
custom
downs
den kitchen, bath
n
520
COULD BE
HADAWAY Constructio
753-8058.
Mennonite Church
tars 2 large rooms,'4 bath
BRYON'S Limn Service is Home remodeling, paint
Boats
HERE
For a 6 month hospital
upstairs Also, basement.
taking orders for fall leaf mg, wallpaper. carpentry, ROCKY COLSON Home
Houses
& Motors
extra large outbuilding expeck-up 753-4591
bill of a premature
For Rant
job too Repair. Roofing, siding,
No
covering.
floor
CALL
1978 SAVAGE bass boat
cellent for antique or craft
painting, plumbing, conbaby.
small 436-2052
backhoe,
NG,
BULLDOZI
Hwy
3',,
on
excellen
:004 MAIN. ?Cc. 1 bath
acres
115hp, Mercury
shop on
753-1916
crete. Free estimates. Call
Homemade breads,
septic system Call Horace HOME improvement Spe$1950
arpeted, stove, retrigera94 East. 3 miles $77 000 1968 BUICK LeSabre 350 condition
474-2307.
after
green
354-8161
Sholar,
all
original,
jams
door
w/c1
h/a.
cookies,
pies,
2
y treezer, central
753 6679
753 3746
cialist. Vinyl siding, win4pm
w - black top $500 obo
401/411% up, no pets $360/mo
and other items.
dows, carports, and patio ROGER Hudson rock haul- VCR REPAIR - Wood VCR
Conve
Fish/Ski
IUM
PROCRAFT
1988
CONDOMIN
ing, gravel, sand,din, drive437 4309
$300 deposit 759-1265
753-0280
Thursday,
boat Garage kept, low CARPET and vinyl installa- enclosures
ment location, low utilities,
way rock. 753-4545, Service Center, cleaningtion and repairs Glen Bab- KITCHEN CABINET REservicing $15; most repairs
BR house. 8 miles SouthOct. 1, 1992
hours, trolling motor in
on site maintenance and 1971 PLYMOUTH Sate
753i67V.
$35. New location Route 1,
ia.st of Murray Stove. re$72 000 hte 4 door. 318 engine air, dash depth finder and 2 live ber, 759-1247
security
COVERY existing doors &
at Wal-Slart
power, no rust, very good wells 115hp Yamaha en- CARPET binding and fring- frames with woodgrain for- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE. Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
-Igurator, wood heat Pre
753 3293 after 6pm
Murray, Ky.
Repair, replacement, n•w Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530..
'e' n.., -)g term tenant Depocondition $995 436-2759 gine, 3 new batteries
ing Enger Custom Design mica, all colors Free estiFRESH on the market. 3br
pumping, sew
installation,
ct ana •810•00GOS required
753-0954
$9000
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Fund-Raising

Bake Sale

loroscopes

S

9S

Mathis Transmission
Service

tion. A telephone call shows you
shortcut to financial success.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Keep closer tabs on your expenses
when traveling. Put receipts in a safe
place in case questions arise. A better understanding of tax laws helps
you increase your savings.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Someone who holds you in high regard

624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374

YARD
SALE
SEASON

Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic it- standard

transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forev(to order a revised and updated copy of kanc Dixon's
Plan." send SS 95 plus SI postage and handling
er How Aerology Can Help You Find Tow Place In God's
Kansas City. Mo 64141 Make aka% payable in
to Dixon.00 Andrews and Mckkel. PO Box 419150.
Andrews and McMeel

.,

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinetor-Emerson-Brown
*AN Repairs Are Guaranteed

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
/.50
*12.50
'15.00

of order.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic, affectionate and fond certain
in a
They are prompt to appointments and like everything arrangedLibras. They
way. Sudden changes and emotional outbursts upset these Libras can
pride themselves on their self-control. Skilled diplomats, these
co-workers to
smooth over almost any situation. Count on their peers andpossibility.
strong
very
a
is
career
ask them to mediate quarrels. A legal

11,1J'jlf,I;Li11;11:1111111
Servos, on all brands window at conditioners reIngerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - pas I electric ranges

753-5341

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ada must be paid in advance

OP

Murray Ledger & Tunes

. .‘ Steele•Allbritten, Inc,L

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,

s

fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition,.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition...
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

baths,fireplace,central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $48,900.

U All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
U All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
Phone ( )
Zip

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

Wierray Ledger & Times

Since 1958
(502)564-3287

(502)682-1900

Basement & Garage Optional

Classified Department

•

the

or 753-1270

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT

chances for a raise. To avoid mental
exhaustion, leave any work worries
at the office.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 21):
Alliances of all types are under
stress now. Avoid making new
demands or rocking the boat. A public relations campaign is worth the
time and effort.
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Today is Tuesday, Sept. 29, the 273rd day of 1992:There are 93
dayt left In the year. Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 29, 1789, the U.S. War.Department established a regular
army with a strength of several hundred men.
On this date:
In 1758, English Adm. Horatio Nelson was born in Burnham
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Thorpe.
In 1829, London's reorganized police force, which became known
as "Scotland Yard," went on duty.
In 1902, impresario David Belasco opened his first Broadway
theater.
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was found dead in his Vatican apartment
after serving just over a month as pontiff of the Roman Catholic
Church.
In 1986, the Soviet Union released Nicholas Daniloff, an American
journalist held in Moscow on spying charges whose detention had
been regarded as a serious obstacle to a U.S.-Soviet summit.
In 1988, the space shuttle Discovery blasted off from Cape Canaveral, Fla., marking America's return to manned space flight following
the Challenger disaster.
Ten years ago: Seven people in the Chicago area died after unwittingly taking Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules that had been laced with
cyanide. (To date, the crime remains unsolved.)
Five years ago: Henry Ford II, longtime chairman of Ford Motor
Co., died in Detroit at age 70. In 1945, Ford had taken over the company founded by his grandfather at a time when it was faltering, and
restored it as a leading industrial giant.
One year ago: California Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed a bill outlawing
job discrimination against homosexuals, saying it could have led to
unjustified lawsuits.
Today's Birthdays: Former singing cowboy and baseball owner
Gene Autry is 85. Actress Greer Garson is 84. Movie director Michelangelo Antonioni is 80. Movie director Stanley Kramer is 79. Football coach Bum Phillips is 69. Actress Anita Ekberg is 61. Singer Jerry Lee Lewis is 57. Actor Larry Linville is 53. Actress Madeline Kahn
is 50. The president of Poland, Lech Walesa, is 49. "Today" show
host Bryant Gumbel is 44.
Thought for Today: "Nothing makes people so worthy of compliments as occasionally . receiving them. One is more delightful for
being told one is delightful — just as one is more angry for being told
one is angry." — Katharine Fullerton Gerould, American writer
(1879-1944).

Ten years ago
project._ in- the works for
nearly 10 years which would four
lane U.S. 641 through Murray, is
steadily progressing, according to
Jim Clevenger, Transportation
Engineering Branch Manager,
Rcidland.
Corn-Austin Co. and Overbey
& Overbey law firm were recognized for beautification of their
businesses by Community
Improvement Volunteers, according to Dr. Bill Parsons, chairman.
Allie Hixson, president of Kentucky American Association of
University Women, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Branch of
AAUW held Sept. 25 at Murray
State University. Sally DuFord is
Murray president.
Aaron Noffsinger, Cory Miller
and Armie Michael are pictured
at the recently completed DayCare Center of Murray-Calloway

County Hospital.
TWfly19fl$jQ
A house, owned by Max Oliver
and occupied by the C.A. Townsend family, was destroyed by
fire on Sept. 25.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will be officially dedicated on Oct. 1. Bishop
H.E. Finger Jr. will be the
speaker.
Volunteer workers assisted
Murray Civic Music Association
in its membership drive were
honored at a reception buffet on
Sept. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. John Warren will
be married for 50 years on Oct. 1.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat L. Kirks, Sept.
19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joel K.
Boyd, Soept. 22; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Hodge and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Brown, Sept. 23.

Thirty years ago

Army_ Pfc, Danny D. Duncan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Max D.
Duncan, recently participated in
3d Armored Division's four-week
field training exercises in Grafenwohr, Germany.
Don Oliver, Danny Kemp, Ed
Frank Jeffrey and Nore Winter,
debate team members, and
Roland Case, Edwin Sholar, Ilene
Clary, Danny Hatcher and Rex
Houston, speech entries, all of
Murray College High School,
won honors at Debate and Speech
Tournament at Clarksville, Tenn.
Grover Wood James, Noral
Young and Mary Burfoot were
elected as officers of Calloway
County Forestry Committee..'
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Aneberry and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George
Weaks.

DEAR ABBY: I think the lady
who hung her wind chimes an equal

distance between her house and a
neighbor's had a lot of nerve. I think
she should have asked her neighbor
first if she minded her hanging
them there. Her neighbor was completely justified in taking them
down and placing them on her lawn
chair with a note explaining why.
Wind chimes do scate the birds
-and the racket is something else!
I live in a condo, and we are not
allowed to hang wind chimes from
our balconies, thank heavens!
LOVES PEACE AND QUIET

BLOND-IE

DEAR LOVES: The wind
chimes controversy caused
more than a mere tinkling
sound. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Good for the person who took down her neighbor's
annoying wind chimes. I would
have met the neighbor in the yard,
told her what I thought about her
wind chimes, and held the ladder
while she took them down!
Then I would have suggested
that she hang them in the living
room with a fan blowing. Thus, the
neighbor could listen to the noise to
her heart's content without bother-

ing anybody else.
ELMER M(7 KAY,
DULUTH, MINN.
DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Likes My Wind ('himes": I would
like to say that wind chimes are
themselves rude and inconsiderate!
The sound does not stay in its own
yard but can be heard by the whole
neighborhood! You hear them when you wake
up in the morning, all day long, and
you hear them when you are trying
to fall asleep at night. There is no
escape from them. You can't enjoy
the chirping of birds, the rustling of

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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MARY KERNS, MINNEAPOLIS
DEAR ABBY: You suggested
that the person who was bothered
by her neighbor's wind chimes
should talk to her neighbor about it.
Well, listen to this:
Our neighbor is a widow whom
we have helped many times in
many ways, so when she put up
wind chimes just a few yards from
our bedroom window, I did speak to
her about it because they disturbed
our sleep, but I was not prepared

for the nasty answer I got, and
those wind chimes are still up!
What a shame. She lost two good
friends who had done so much for
her over the Years. Please don't•tell
where this letter came from. She
knows who she is. Sign us ...
ANTI-WIND CHIMES

Letters for All Occasions." send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plum check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada( to: Dear Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054. IPostage is included.)

CATHY
I 'TOLD AN MOTHER I
TOO BUSS TO TALK...AND
THEN SPENT AN HOUR REHEARSING A mcssA6.€ TO
LEAVE FOR A MAN wan 11)0
SEE ME...
80,1

I BROUGHT HOME A BR(EFCASE FULL Of OVERDUE WORK
AND BILLS... AND PROCEEDED
TO ORDER 11410 Of BUBBLE
BATH FOR M45ELF FROM A
CHRISTMAS GIFT CATALOG...

I THOUGHT THE LETTUCE
LOOKED A TEENSY 8IT WILTED
AND MIGHT MAKE ME SICK...
... SO I ATE A HALF A ROLL
Of COOKIE DOUGH FOR DINNER.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A family member recently expressed surprise that I
At the professional stick chaser's training camp.
drink several caffeine-free soft drinks
a day while at work, indicating that
soft drinks interfere with the metabolism of calcium. Are there health or
nutritional issues associated with carbonated drinks with which I should be
concerned?
DEAR READER: Some scientists
have reported that carbonated beverages retard the absorption of dietary
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I had my gallbladder removed yet
ago
Stadium
10 Above
31 Roman 51
1 Imitates
have attacks of nausea, vomitstill
I
Player
11 Hearing
32 "Gunga —"
2 Tree trunk
ing and an all-over miserable feeling.
6 Station break
organs
Is there any medication that might
16 Slaughter of
prevent my attacks from occurring
baseball
10 11
8 9
7
5 6
3 4
2
1
regularly?
18 Danish
DEAR READER: Yes, there is, but
measure
14
13
22 Hebrew feast you might more appropriately at12UR
23 Taut
tempt to find the cause of your con24 Mid-East org. tinuing discomfort. For example,
25 Succor
peptic ulcer, gastritis and inflamma19
27 By way of
of the pancreas may cause attion
29 Poem
o
of vomiting and malaise. These
tacks
30 Insect egg
ailments require X-rays and blood
"Streetcar"
35
d
WI
ill
tests for diagnosis.
name
In the event that you have no de36
up
Give
MEd
iliiii
NM
37 Lamb's pen
monstrable abnormality to explain
name
your symptoms, you might be helped
m
ill.
38 Talk glibly
by anti-spasmodic medication, such
40 Small
as Donnatal. Check with your doctor
d
.•i
ill
il
Ill
apertures
about this.
42 Marsh bird
To give you more information, I am
43 A washing
id
41
sending you, free copy of my new
44 Jai —
Health Report 'Ulcers.' Other readWM 46 Rockfish
M
Midiiiil
47 Morsels
ers who would like a copy should send
49 Soak up
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
ilil
il
ill
50 Damp
stamped envelope to P.O. Has 91309,
53 Sun god
Cleveland,00 44101-330. Be sore to
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may I suggest you hang them in
your house and turn on a fan, but
keep them away from the rest of us!
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the leaves or the other wonderful
sounds of nature.
To "Likes My Wind Chimes,"

DEAR ABBY: I know how "Baffled in Beaverton, Ore." felt when
he held a door open so the lady
behind him could enter a public
building, and she said sternly,"I am
perfectly able to open doors for
myself."
I mentioned that incident to my
Uncle Duane, and he laughed and
said, "When someone sails past me
without saying 'thank you' for holding the door, I say, If you're not
going to thank me, tip me!"
I thought this was so funny. I
couldn't resist trying it. I didn't
always get a thank.yoii. but the
expressions on some of the faces
were priceless!
HOLDING THE DOOR
IN HAMPTON BAYS, N.Y.
To get Abby's booklet "How to Write

to

ide

Forty years ago
Three.new cases of polig from
Puryear, Tenn.:WO-Of theiti in
the same family, have been
reported. They are John Fitts, 6,
Julia Ann Fitts, 5, and Robert T.
Paschall, 7.
Dr. Robert Mowery spoke
about "A Wider Use of the
Library" at a meeting of Murray
Magazine Club at home of Mrs. B.B. Keys with Dr. Floy Robbins
as hostss.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Rudd,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Vinson Fitshugh and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Loyd Cletus Sills, Sept. 23; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Cy Miller, Sept. 24.
Donald Tucker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Tucker, is attending
A & M State College, New
Mexico.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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Mrs. Edith Brown Lawson; three
daughters, Mrs. Joan Bell, Huntsville, Ala., and Mrs. Janet Reeves
and Mrs. Gloria Phillips, Memphis, Tenn.; eight grandchildren;
He was a Church of Chnst three great-grandchildren.
minister for 50 years. He was a
The funeral will be Wednesday
former minister of Coleman at 10 a.m. in the chapel of RollerAvenue and Macon Road congre- Citizens Funeral Home, 508 East
gations there. Mr. Lawson was Plaza St., West Helena, Ark. Fred
also the author of several Christ- Phillips and Cleburne Youngian books.
blood will officiate.
Pallbearers will include Gerald
Petros.
in
Born Sept. 22, 1908,
Drew Phillips and Jay
Reeves,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Bunal will follow in
Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lawson.
Survivors include his wife, Cypert Cemeters there.

Leighton C. Lawson, 84, of
West Helena, Ark., formerly of
Murray. died Monday at his
home there.

John C. Richerson, 77, Ri 8,
Box 455, Benton, died Monday at
8:27 a.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
A member and deacon of First
Missionary Baptist Church, Benton, he had retired as recreational
supervisor for Public Safety for
Tennessee Valley Authority.
He was a veteran of World
War II having received the Purple
Heart, two Bronze stars and
Combat Infantry Badge.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Adele Richerson; one one
son, Joe P. Richerson and wife,
La Ruth, Mayfield; two granddaughters, Mrs. Laura Richerson

Dalton Wayne Mathis
Graveside rites for Dalton
Wayne Mathis will he Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Mathis Cemetery
in Land Between the Lakes. John
'Dale will officiatL•
Military rites v.ill he at the
graveside. Miller Funeral Home
of Murray will he in charge of
arrangements, but no shit:mon
will be scheduled.
Mr. Mathis. 51, of 508 S. 11th
St., !viurrav. died Frida at fy20
p.m. at the home of triends,
Brenda and Ken Kimbel. on Rt. 3
Murray
Survivors include Ilse sisters.
Mrs. Edna Earl Barrow and husband. Clinton, Hazel. Mrs Juani-

ta Barrow and husband, Gene,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Sybil Barrow and husband. Leon. and Mrs.
Sue Sills and husband, Ronnie,
Murray, and Mrs. Sara Duke and
husband. Richard. Rt. 2. Hazel;
six brothers, Darrell Mathis and
wife, Virginia, Springfield,
Tenn., Norman Mathis and wife,
Barbara, Henry, Tenn., Max
Mathis and wife, Evelyn, Pans.
Tenn.. Gene Mathis and wife,
Leah, Davenport, Iowa, Carter
Mathis, Murray, and Ned Mathis,
U.S. Army. Ft. Bragg, N.C.; 32
nieces and nephews and 35 greatnieces and nephews.

Mrs. Artie Whistle Brinn
hand, Bill, Nashville, Tenn.; two
Funeral and burial arrangements for Mrs. Artie Whistle
sons, John Brinn and wife, Orvis.
Bnnn will he bandied by Cobb..„ Murras, and Don Brinn and wife,
Funeral Home. Blytheville, Ark. Betty, Blvthesille: 11 grandchilMrs Bnnn, 96. of Blytheville, dren. 1 7 great-grandchildren
died Monday at 5 a.m. at her
home there. Her husband, Herbert
Bnnn, died in 1970. They resided
here until 1923.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Burlecne Sheol-re and
husband, J.B., Blythesille. and
Mrs. Bonnie Phillips and husCINCINNATI (AP) - Democratic vice presidential candidate
M Gore plans to tour the former
Department of Energy uranium
processing plant in Fernald on
Wednesday. a campaign aide said
today.
Gore is to then attend a roundtdiscussion at the home of
able
Prices as of 9 AM
Lisa Crawford, president of Fernald Residents for Environmental
Chg
Cc.-pary
'Price
Safety and Health, a residents'
group formed out of concerns
about contamination from the
plant. Final details of the plant
Dow Joao lad. Avg..-.-_.- -8.92
tour were being worked out
DJ1A Previous Close .......J2726
today. said Be'. Burtzlaff, a ColAir Prodects -.--.-.—.- 45' I vac
umbus spokeswoman for the
Bell South .-.-.--.-.--._.52'14 vac
Clinton-Gore campaign.
441,8 • nis
Brigp &
Mrs. Crawford's group has
Cbryder----.----.-.221is vac
kept pressure on the Energy
Dees Feeds.....--.-.-_._257ts • 'Is
Department to clean up the
- ni.
1,050-acre site of the Fernald
•
Fisher
which processed uranium
plant,
3.94 sac
Ford
government's nuclear
the
for
Geseral Electric.—.—.-28sis • 'is
from 1951 until July
weapons
Goan'
1989. Production was stopped
- 'IS
then to concentrate on a 20-year,
..59J14 • -is
Goodyear
billion cleanup of radioactive
1
$5
1,
•
1 B
!arm° Raad__._._._ 291/3 sec
wastes at the site in the Fernald
25 - nis
community, 18 miles northwest
K I Eeergy.---.-.__.. MN • 'is
of Cincinnati.
• its
Kroger
The residents' group sued a
former Fernald plant operator in
- 34
McNeal*
1985 to allege that radioactive
J.C. Perry__
n from the plant
contaminatio
4A
1
32/
Peoples Firsi•._emotional disresidents
caused
Quaker Ciats___.
their property
lowered
and
tress
114
•
/4
Scherlag-Pleagb-•---.553
values. The Energy Department
.314
Sears.._—.-._.__
denied the allegations but reached
'/.
a S78 million settlement with the
That Wirer..._
• 14
residents.
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Coughlin, Lawrence, Kan., and
Ms. Julia Richerson, Lexington;
one great-grandson, Kevin
Coughlin, Lawrence, Kan.; one
Sister, Mrs. Robbie Lassiter,
Cary, N.C.; one brother, the Rev.
Buron Richerson, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. Kenneth Brown will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
("Tuesday).

Dwight B. Pace
Houston, Texas; one son, Douglas Pace, Nashville, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Annette Johnson,
Arlington, Texas, and Elizabeth
Pace and Amanda Pace, Nashville; one sister, Mrs. Janice Miller,
Brussells, Belgium; one niece,
Leslie McManus, Appleton, Wis.;
one nephew, Matthew Miller,
Durham, N.C.
Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks
and Mark Hurt will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pace
his
wife,
Cemetery.
include
Survivors
Friends may call at the funeral
Mrs. Wilma Gardner Pace; one
daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Johnson, home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

Mrs. Vatus T. Dorian
Graveside rites for Mrs. Vatus
T. Dorian were Monday at 2 p.m.
at Mt. Carmel Cemetery. Dr.
Kenneth A. Brown officiated.
Roth Funeral Home of Paducah is
in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Baptist
Tabernacle, Paducah, or a favorite charity.

Mrs. Dorian, 93, Britthaven
Nursing Home, Benton, died
Saturday at 3:25 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Inel Taylor of Erlanger, formerly of Murray; three
nieces, Mrs. Dolores Speegle,
Abilene, Texas, Mrs. Ilene Taylor, Erlanger, and Mrs. Glenda
Fields, Benton; several greatnieces and nephews.

90
753-78
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is S1,500 to S2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1988 Chevrolet
Beretta

Mrs. Alice Maxie
Services for Mrs. Alice Maxie
will be Thursday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords
and the Rev. William Pratt will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 7 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday.

Mrs. Maxie, 66, of Princeton,
formerly of Murray, died Saturday at 3:35 a.m. at Regional
Medical Center, Madisonville.

#34922

Survivors include her mother,
Mrs. Novella Kenley, and one
aunt, Mrs. Louise Guess, both of
Murray; two uncles, Arthur KenIcy, Detroit, Mich., and George
Kenley, Murray; several cousins.

Automatic, AM/FM cassette

Couple is married after
breach-of-promise suit

Pets

753-2617

MYERS

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Brashcars once again changed her
mind.
Although Ms. Brashears agreed
to become Mrs. Anderson, she
said she was still a bit angry
about her husband's tactics.
"I just think he went overboard with it, splashed it around
the newspapers because he knew
I was a very private person. He
knew I wouldn't like it," she
said.
But Anderson said he felt the
lawsuit was "aggressive persuasion" rather than harassment.
"I wanted to marry her, and I
knew she wanted to marry me but
she was standing back for some
other reasons," he said. "She
just couldn't pick up enough

ell:14Y
&C

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: lion:Fri 7.6 Sat. 612

Vise41C.Oleeover Good thru 10/6/92

DAP® Alex Plus"'
Acrylic Latex Caulk
Plus Silicon.
+amiable, for
Manor IX OxWO/ use
-25 year durability
Available ri thcolorsee*
White, Brown,
Sits* gray,Coder Tan, Dark
Bronze, Black,
Almond, Gera

nerve to say,'OK, let's go and do
it and have it over with.'
"I was just holding her feet to
the fire, more or less, so that we
could make plans for our future.
We're not kids anymore. We may
act like kids and do a lot of foolish things like a bunch of teenagers would do, but we're old
enough to be getting on with our
lives."

ZE
*WINTERI
NOW*
Storm Windows
Storm Doors *
*
Insulation
Caulking *
Weather Strip *
Pipe Heat Tapes
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For Information Cell Jack Lessenberry
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Moody's Credit Watch: Positive
Rated BB- / B2
Priced to Yield to Maturity
11 25% Bonds Due Dec. 1, 1996

UM

Survivors include her husband,
James Cunningham; one daughter, Mrs. Barbara Vaughn, Rt. 3,
Benton; two sons, Billy Cunningham, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Jewell Cunningham, Rt. 3, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lim Houser,
Rt. 3, Benton; one brother, Jim-,
my Bolen, Rt. 2, Benton; nine
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary E.
Cunningham are today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filheck and Cann
Funeral Home. The Rev. Max
Anderson is officiating.
Burial will follow in Cole
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cunningham, 66, Rt. 3,
Benton, died Sunday at 10:29
a.m. at Clarksville Memorial
Hospital.

Executive Offices, Louisville, Kentucky

or diange

Survivors include hisdrviife,
Mrs. Dortha Fay Bushart Wilson;
one daughter, Mrs. Becky Valentine and husband, Richard,
Tequesta, Fla.; one son, Michael
E. Wilson and wife, Tina, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Clara Ann
Mattingly and husband, Wayne,
Fairfax, Va.; a brother-in-law,
C.E. Bushart, Maybee, Mich.;
three grandchildren, Hugh Valentine, Laura Elizabeth Wilson and
Kathryn Mechellc Wilson.

Mrs. Mary E. Cunningham

ICH CORPORATION

Subject to

for the handicapped) at 702 Main
St., Murray.
Mr. Wilson, 62, of 512 Whitnell Ave., Murray, died Sunday at
12:45 p.m. of an apparent heart
attack.

The funeral for Hugh Eddie
Wilson is today at 2 p.m,; in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood is officiating. Music is by Kay Bates,
soloist, and Marie Taylor,
organist.
Pallbearers are Jim Irby, Paul
Grogan, Tom Karvounis, James
Hooper, John Parker and Richard
Knight, active; Pete Lancaster,
Bob Valentine, Mike Lovins,
Frank Ryan, John Downs, Vester
Orr Jr. and Z.C. Enix, honorary.
Burial will follow in Outland
Cemetery in Calloway County.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to W.A.T.C.H.
(work activities training center

Dwight B. Pace, 74, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Monday at 4:30 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired maintenance supervisor for Penwalt at Calvert City,
he was a veteran of World War
II. He served on the Marshall
County School Board.
Mr. Pace was an elder and
song leader for many years at
Hardin Church of Christ. He also
served on the Hardin City
Council.

MONTICELLO, Ky. (AP) —
A south-central Kentucky man
who wed the woman he sued earlier for refusing to marry him
said they are just run-of-the-mill
newlyweds.
"I think the world of her and
she does of me, and so we just
aim to deal with our little problems and get on with our life and
let bygones be bygones," Artis
Anderson said.
Anderson, 48, and Phyllis
Brashears, 49, were married Sept.
1 in a courthouse wedding in
Wayne County.
Last November, Anderson filed
suit against Ms. Brashears, accusing her of breach of promise. In
the suit, Anderson asked that Ms.
Brashears either marry him or
return a $400 engagement ring.
Denying that she had promised
Isdoral-Moie Mortal 101...8 SorMoo Sopt. 35, MI
ILoMmelry Portal= At. Nog Morbid lloprIlmeolos 3
to marry Anderson, Ms.
or..11oglos 111••••• Ramelploc Ad. 1116, MO.112S llorromy•
Brashears said he had been harGib 1.1111-1.33 Nem Sow .1111.1.35 Mew
SORAPOILIS
US 1.3 330.314
her.
assing
711•40.14
US I 235-335 MIA
But Anderson, a truck driver,
03111.10411.110
US 3.3 230.110
IA 14 31111.7f• lbs.
said Ms. Brashears finally agreed
Sawn
to marry him in February and the
SAIJ5.301.30
1 3 MAO Si.
1314041JO
US 1-3 301-4111 OA
He said he
means* lawsuit was dropped.
US 1-3 11111.11311 ISA
S3346.13.110
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owl op
US 1-3
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the lawsuit in July because Ms.
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DETROIT (AP) — No-dicker
dealerships — where the sticker
price Is the only price — are
catching on and could revolutionize the way cars and trucks
arc sold, according to a new
study.
1.D. Power & Associates, the
Agoura Hills, Calif., marketing
firm best known lovas customer satisfaction index of new
cars, said dealers who skip the

better liked and
l dealers.
traditiona
than
busier
Ninety-two percent of the
dealers surveyed said their sales
have increased since they
adopted the system.
Among -the differences customers like is avoiding the
negotiation process with salespeople while trying to sort
through a maze of rebates and
incentives, says Doris Ehlers,
hak4,1ing arc

TOYOTAS COST LESS
0 IN MURRAY
1992 Standard Bed
(
Pick-Up Truck a*
10044
S.
Price

7,987

4 CØ. Fuel injected Engkw,
Speed Trans., Styled Steel
Wheels, Double Wail Cargo
Bed, Mist Cycrie Wipers, Metallic
Paint, Cargo Bed Tie-Down
Hooks, One Touch Tailgate.

10744
Sale
Price $1 1,183

.A

/

All New
Redesigned

The National Automobile
Dealers Association also is
tracking the growth of nodicker dealerships. It is still a
small percentage of the nation's
23,000 new-car dealers.
"We're more skeptical about
it than J.D. Power and some
others," association spokesman
Ted Orme says. "NADA is 75
years old this year and right
from the beginning, we've been
negotiating prices."
Ehlers, who examined 24
one-price dealerships in April

$215!

All three of these sportsflavored four-doors are in sharp
focus; it's just a question of
which is the eagle-eyed 20/15,
or even peregrine-visioned
20/10 performer in the bunch.
For the test, we matched the
popular Nissan Maxima SE
with new challengers Toyota
Camry SE and Mazda 626 ES.
All take aim at young, affluent,

111111111,1119
DIM

SkeNe
Okkexs
Spe

Driver'Side
Air Bdg

(SR%

1993
Corolla

It's the
Auto-Home Discount
with special, reduced rates
if both your car and home are
insured with the State Auto Companies.
Find out how much your savings can be.
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performance-oriented buyers
who suddenly find the need to
bring along a couple infant
scats, a double stroller and one
of everything from the Toys R
Us inventory.
They need kid capacity, but
competitive
demand
performance.
These three sport sedans can
equal or exceed the perfor-

•
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44
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and May, says she hears daily
from more dealers who have
adopted the pricing strategy.
"A lot of people have gotten
involved as a philosophy after
they found it worked very well
in special sales and they said
'Why don't we expand this?"
she says.
Dave Towel!, who owns a
Cadillac dealership in Akron,
Ohio, says he is unconvinced
that one-price stickers arc the
wave of the future.
"I'm not saying the process
can't work, but as long as there
is a trade-in, there is haggling,"
he says. The J.D. Power study
showed 54 percent of one-price
dealers still haggle on trade-ins.
In the luxury car market,
Towell says attractive lease
plans are substituting for oneprice programs.
Ehlers says no-negotiation
car prices are like any other
retail item: Subject to frequent
change.
The J.D. Power study showed
33 percent of one-price dealer-

ships changed prices as factory
incentive programs changed, 29
percent changed based on
inventory conditions, 14 percent
changed weekly, 14 percent
changed to sell more cars and
10 percent changed every two
or three days.
Ehlers says the recent move
to one-price dealing was
prompted by Saturn's nohaggling strategy. The hugely
successful General Motors
Corp. subsidiary offers take-itor-leave-it pricing.
"It will not be the evolution
of the car business," says Towel!, the Cadillac dealer. "The
retail business is not going to
go to it unless factories go to
one price and set the profit
margins."
Ehlers is conducting a separate study on factory-backed
programs like Saturn and a
single -price program Ford
Motor Co. has on four of its
subcompact Escort models.

Three imports are very comparable

1992 Pasto
(
4 Cylinder Engine ER, Air Conditioner, AMIM Shore° Cassette, Front Wheel Drive, Power
Rack & Pinion Steering, Full
Wheel Covers, Venable Intermittent Wipers, Reclining Cloth
Sport Seeks, Folding Reef Seel,
Rear Defogger.

the J.D. Power account executive who did the study.
"We gave people the statement: 1 dread negotiations' and
asked for a 'yes' or 'no'
answer," she says. "Sixty-eight
percent of the people answered
'yes.'
But "32 percent is not a
number to be sneezed at," she
says of those who like to dicker. "Perhaps they enjoy playing
the game and winning."

515 S 12th
St

mance of most sport coupes, if
our young family's stomachs
can take the g forces.
Four-cam V-6s drive all three
pairs of front wheels. Though
the -3.0-liter units in the Nissan
and Toyota have significant
horsepower advantages over the
2.5-liter Mazda (190 and 185
versus 164), the differences
shrink and the rankings shuffle
if the measure is the more telling pounds per horsepower:
17.0 for both the Toyota and
the lightweight Mazda and 16.6
for the Nissan.
Each features disc brakes on
all four wheels. Though the
Maxima was the only one without anti-lock brakes (an option
not on our particular test car), it
stopped the shortest distance
from 60 mph. EPA fuel-mileage
ratings are virtually identical,
though the Camry and Maxima
have significant fuel-range
advantages over the 626.
All have bumper-height trunk
liftovers. All hold five adults.
For this test all were fivespeed U-shift-ems. The SE version of the Camry is the only
one not available with an automatic. All wore V-rated 15-inch
Bridgestone tires: 205/65 Potenza FtE88s on the Toyota and
Nissan. 205/55 Turanza EFt3Os
on the Mazda.
Differences were also slight
during our objective performance tests. Though the Nissan
led five of seven major categories, the variations were so

P.',;rray. Ky.
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Cadillac Allante has subtle changes for '93
Most of the changes to the
Cadillac Allante for 1993 are
subtle indeed.
The little stop lamp on the
deck lid loses its Cadillac crest.
The nose gets a larger chin
spoiler. And the side windows
are one piece instead of two. In
fact, the truly dramatic changes
to this car lie hidden under the
hood. And the first clue to their
existence is in the tachometer,
where the redline becomes 6700
rpm, 1500 rpm more than that
of today's car.
The '93 Allante is the first
Cadillac to get the long-awaited
Northstar engine, a 32-valve
all-aluminum V-8 intended to
put Cadillac power on equal
footing with the high-zoot
engines from the likes of Mercedes, Infiniti, and Lexus.
Northstar's combination of
cast-in-iron cylinder liners, a
one-piece crankshaft cradle,
hydraulic lifters, a crank-fired
ignition system, and a two-stage
compact roller-chain camshaft
drive makes its technical
resume unique.
What gas the Allante Northstar does use it converts into
prodigious horsepower: 290 at
5600 rpm to be precise, with a
torque peak of 290 pound-feet
at 4400 rpm.
A whole package of improvements, such as the new
variable-assist power steering,
more advanded road-sensing
electronically adjusting shock

rs, brakes from the
a
Eldorado/Seville, and an entirely different unequal-length control-arm rear suspension, all
help the Allante handle speeds
confidently.
At top speed, the package is
rock-steady. At a saner pace,
steering feel and body motions
are progressive and controlled.
Braking distances are a bit longer than before, but the '93
Allante stops with much less
wallowing and better pedal feel.
Even with the new underpinnings, the '93 doesn't abandon
its heritage completely; when
we hit the go-pedal, the pilot
car nosed up and torque-steered
to the left about as much as the
current car (which is to say, just
a little). But keep in mind that
the new car is nearly 50 percent
more powerful. And very fast.
In fact, this is probably the first
Cadillac package — engine,
drivetrain and suspension —
that feels better the faster you
go.
The Cadillac engineers
brought along a pair of
Mercedes-Benz SL roadsters for
comparison. Gluttons for punishment? Not really. The 500SL
has more safety items and is
slightly quicker. But the '93
Allante will trounce it in roadnoise isolation, ride, steering
accuracy, interior room and the
biggie — price.
Excerpted from "Car and
Driver", February, 1992

Cadillac Allante

buying a
new car?

Fleetwood is roomy sedan
The most substantial automotive story of the year is the new
Fleetwood. The quietest, roomiest, safest Fleetwood ever.
While retaining its classic
Cadillac elegance and style, the
1993 Fleetwood goes to new
lengths to provide qualities you
desire most in a luxury automobile, and change the way you
think about full-size luxury.
The more spacious, sixpassenger Fleetwood is the
roomiest sedan you can buy.
Adding to the comfort of space
is all-new front seating that features a patented split-frame
design for enhanced positioning
and optimum comfort. Thanks
to its all-new aerodynamic
design on the outside, Fleetwood is incredibly quiet from
within.
With its all-new aerodynamic
design. Fleetwood is an
impressive new choice in traditional luxury. It comes with the
peace of mind of Cadillac Owner Privileges, including 24-hour
Cadillac Roadside Service, the
no-deductible 4-year/
50,000-mile Cadillac Gold Key
Bumper to Bumper Warranty

and during warranted repair,
Cadillac Gold Key Courtesy
Transportation is provided.
From now on, every journey
you take will not just be more
comfortable, but will provide
more peace of mind as well.
That's because the Fleetwood
offers new state-of-the-an safety features like standard driverand front passenger-side air
bags. When used properly with
the safety belt system, the
Fleetwood driver and passenger
air bags provide some additional protection for up to three
frontseat occupants.
Once more, there is the added
protection of side-guard door
beams. pan of a vault-like door
assembly, reinforcing the safety
cage that surrounds the entire
passenger compartment.
Traction Control and antilock brakes that help you maintain control when accelerating
gr stopping on slippery surfaces. Electronic VariableAssist Steering to provide steering assistance proportionate to
speed to further aid the driver.

see us about
a low cost auto loan
We'll make it as easy as possible to
get on the road. Our auto loans
help you steer clear of red tape and
long waits. See us and we'll get
the wheels rolling right away.

Bank of Murray

II

A Peoples First Coiporation Bank

101 S. Fourth Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 a (502) 753-1893 • Member FDIC
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Toyota Corolla has 25 years of performance
For 3 car that is relatively
m,.onspicuous in the overall
s.- hcme of things; the Corolla
has run up a fairly impressive
set of staustics'since it was first
introduced.
It has amassed worldwide
sales of over 16 million cars.
second only to the Volkswagen
Beetle — and today is
assembled in 13 different countries and sold in 130. Since

being brought to the U.S. 25
years ago, • six generations of
sales success have made it.the
country's best-selling import
nameplate of all time.
In addition, the Corolla has
topped its class in J.D. Power
Initial Quality Survey three of
the last four ycars, and in the
most recent, was ranked an
impressive sixth overall behind
much pricier cars like the Lexus
Toyota Corolla

Slight Paint Defect
Truck Sale
September 1967, Carroll Volkswagen opened its
doors to Murray, West Kentucky and West Tennessee. Twenty-five years later, we are stillatthe same
location, but have grown in manyareas. Mazda was
added in 1977 and Nissan in 1990, enabling us to
offer the widest selection ofquality cars, trucks and
vans in this entire area.
Carroll Nissan has just purchased eight 1993
Nissan Cab Plus automatic trucks from Nissan with
slight paint defects. These trucks are new 1993
models, fully loaded.

LS 400 and SC 400, Infiniti
Q45 and Oldsmobile Cutlass
Cicra.
Enter the redesigned seventhgeneration Corolla for '93, evidence that this perennial model
continues to improve with age.
The first thing you notice
about the Corolla is its more
contemporary exterior, which
includes the usual assortment of
'90s styling changes: rounded
corners, raked hoodline, flush
glass, and wraparound headlights and taillights. The look is
handsome and well executed
with definite family influences
from the Camry and Lexus ES
300.
The Corolla has also grown
slightly in 311110st every dimension: It's almost two inches longer, about an inch taller, the
wheelbase has been lengthened
by 1.3 inches, and the track has
grown by 1.2 and 1.6 inches in
the front and rear, respectively.
Head, leg, shoulder and hip
ruOITI have all been increased.
In fact, the Corolla has been
reclassified from the subcompact category to the compact
class.
Standard features on the base

Under the hood of the base
model is the same 1.6-liter
16-valve DOHC four-cylinder
engine used previously,
although horsepower has been
improved slightly from 102 to
105. The bigger news, however,
is in the DX and LE versions,
which sport a new 1.8-liter
powerplant.

version include a driver-side
airbag, adjustable front seatbelt
anchors, auto-off headlights,
dual cupholders, and electronic
analog speedometer. The upline
LE model adds power windows
and locks (with anti-lockout
logic), air conditioning, cruise
control and tilt steering wheel.
Noise and vidration isolation
have been dramatically
improved, thanks to a more
rigid unibody structure and
sound-deadening techniques
borrowed from the current Lexus and Camry models. These
include te use of foam insulatin
in selected body cavities, laminated steel/asphalt sheets underneath the floor panel. The result
is a 5-decibel improvement in
noise control and the overall
feel of a more upscale car.

Accompanying the 1.8 is
either a five-speed manual or
four-speed electronically controlled automatic transmission,
both of which provided clean,
smooth shifts and pleasantly
invisible operation.
The new Corolla competes in
a class where economy and value rule the day, and the opposition is stiff. Its exceptional
quietness and smoothness,
along with excellent ergonomics adn firm, controllable steering and ride characteristics
make it feel like a more expensive, more sophisticated car
than you woiila expect in this
price range.
At 25 years of age, the Corolla is in the best shape yet.
Excerpted from "Motor
Trend", October, 1992

Other readily noticeable
improvements are in the steering and overall handling. The
addition of front and rear stabilizer bars helps limit body roll
and, along with larger tries,
gives the Corolla driver more
confidence in corners and under
transient, accident-avoidancetype maneuvers.

Three imports compared..

•

•

:
VOW.

11 999"*
'

Sale Price

•,

'incitxiss factory rebeb) lo consumer

Air Conditioning • AM/FM Cassette
Power Steering • Rear Sliding Glass
Chrome Wheels • Chrome Bumpers and Mirrors
Don't miss this one-time opportunity to own a tough
Nissan Truck, ranked best compact truck in customer satisfaction by J.0. Powerand Associates for
1992 at this special price...only eight available.

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
800 Chestnut St. Murray. Ky

753-8850

(Cont'd from page 2)
slight as to be virtually unnoticeable away from the test
track*,
The Camry SE and Maxima
SE make their sporting intentions known with rear spoilers,
while both have stiffer suspensions and lower final-drive
ratios than do their more mundane siblings.
The Camry also gets special
wheels, blackout window
moldings/mirrors/door handles,
sport seats, leather steering
wheel, and a quicker steeringbox ratio. While the Camry
shares its engine with other V-6
Camrys, the Maxima SE gets a
stronger engine (190 over 160)
and a viscous limited-slip differential that its sibilinp don't.
As opposed to the other two,
the 626 ES isn't specifically a
"sport" model, which makes its
performance even more
impressive.
Despite the many similarities

among the three, there are significant differences. While this
version of the 626 just hit the
showrooms and the current generation Camry debuted a year
ago.the Maxima made its debut
as an '89 model. It's due for a
total makeover fairly soon.
Still, we felt the biggest difference in these three was their
personalities. The 626 is biased
heavily towatd the luxurytouring end of the spectrum.
The Camry SE. on the other
hand, nearly pegs the
minimalist-performance meter.
The Maxima is somewhere
between the two in character,
though closer to the Camry than
this opulent version of the
Mazda.
The personality difference
showed up most on a mountain
road in Angeles Crest Forest.
Most staffers thought the 626
was the best at sucking up the
bumps, though one felt the
Camry had the edge.

Thanks to stiffer-than standard shocks, bushings, and
rear anti-roll bars, the Camry
SE is as neutral a handler as all
but the best rear drivers. It has
just a hint of understeer as the
edge of the envelope approaches, but experienced drivers can
offset this with its controllable
dropthroule oversteer.
The Nivan not only falls
behind in dealing with bumps.
it's the worst pusher of this lot.
Though we didn't have the
chance to try'em_on a racetrack,
we guess the Camry's handling
neutrality would offset the
Maxima's minimal acceleration
edge.
Choosing the best out of this
group is a question of fractions
of a degree. Still, when encouraged to do so, OW testers said
the letters at the bottom of the
eye chart read T-O-Y-0-T-A CA-M-R-Y S-E.
Excerpted from "Motor
Trend", October 1992
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Ranger and Probe lead Ford's '93 lineup
1993 marks the year for two
Ford products, the 1993 Ranger
and 1993 Probe, to be totally
restyled.
The Ranger 4X4 has a bold
new look all its own with larger
tires, stylish wheel flares and
available fog lamps. Ranger is
rugged. It's versatile. And,
above all, it's fun. It's all the
things that have made it America's best-selling compact pickup for the past six years and a
whole lot more.
With Regular Cab and SuperCab body styles in 4X2 and
4X4 versions, there's sure to be
a Ford Ranger that fits your
idea of what trucking is- all
about. And whether you choose
the performance-minded STX,
the value-packed XLT, the
rugged XL, or the eye-catching
XL Sport, you'll be getting a
dynamic new pickup truck that
brings with it a solid reputation
for toughness.

Dramatically restyled outside,
Ranger has also been extensively improved inside. Interior
refinements enhance the pleasure of driving, refinements that
include the redesigning and
repositioning of selected controls for greater operating
convenience.
And nowhere is the versatility of Ranger more evident than
in the cab. Full-length bench,
60/40 split bench, sport buckets
or captain's chairs — within the
Ranger line there's bound to be
a seating arrangement right for
you.
With the help of Preferred
Equipment Packages and other
options, you can tailor your
truck even further to fit your
special style of driving.
Ranger has surprising roominess given its compact size.
And whether you choose the
Regular Cab model or the more
spacious SuperCab, you're sure

to enjoy the contemporary look
and feel of the new Ranger.
The 1993 Probe is designed
and engineered for performance, from its aerodynamically sculpted body shell to its
ergonomically crafted cockpit;
from its 4-wheel independent
suspension to its 16-valve,
DOHC 2.0-liter 1-4 engine.
Probe has a great list of standard features that includes
body-contoured bucket seats,
analog gauges, an AM/FM stem
sound system, a driver air bag
supplemental restraint system
and versatile 50/50 split rear
seats, to mention a few.
And Probe gives you a lot in
the way of choices. Take in
hand the smooth-shifting
5-speed minual overdrive transaxle that comes standard. Or go
with the optional electronically
governed 4-speed automatic
transaxle which, capable of
sensing the speed at which you

depress the pedal, will downshift one or two gears (within
reasonable limits of speed) to
generate the degree of acceleration you desire.
Personalize your Probe with
the optional power sliding roof,
GT bucket seats with leather
seating surfaces, 4-wheel disc
anti-lock brakes with sport suspension, compact disc player
and the unique all-electronic
7-band graphic equalizer.
Carefully crafted like a piece
of fine sculpture, smooth and
highly refined, the shape of the
all-new 1993 Probe is the result
of extensive styling development in our Ford design
studios.
Shaping a sports coupe possessing stunning visual appeal
was, however, only one of our
designer's objectives. By applying the principles of advanced
air flow management, they've
made the new Probe a function-

1993...
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Lincoln Mark VIII
features new
wraparound interior
The 1993 Lincoln Mark VIII
is a single series luxury sports
coupe featuring advanced exterior styling and an all-new wraparound interior.
Significant functional
imporvements have been
achieved in performance, steering and handling through new
standard features such as the
new 4.6 liter Four-Cam V-8,
dual overhead-cam 32-valve
engine, speed sensitive steering,
an all-new 4R70W transmission, and independent rear
suspension.
The all new aerodynamically
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(Cont'd on page 7)

Chairman's Award Winner
Sixth Consecutive Year
"Ford Motor Company's
Most Prestigious Award
Based on Customer Satisfaction."

New and Exciting Looks!
Stop by today and check out
the new Ford Ranger and
Ford Probe...they're hot!

1993 Ford Ranger
I1

•

HiTzwavaND
1993 Mark VIII
FORD 'TRUCKS

1993 Mercury Grand Marquis

We offer the greatest selection,
best price and customer service
of any dealer in the area.
Stop in and talk with us today.

•

1993 Ford Probe

Committed to Quality Products,
Service and Customer Satisfaction.

1993 Ford Taurus
"•••..

Since 1928
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
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New development philosophy heralds Eagle Vision
During the 1980s, look-alike
sports sedans from import and
domestic automakers adopted a
"status quo" approach to innovation and technology.
The result was a sports sedan
market characterized by engineering conformity and uninspired design. But the new 1993
Eagle Vision offers a fresh,
exciting alternative for the '90s.
Incorporating the. best features
of European, Japanese and
American sports sedans, Vision
represents the true culmination
of automotive technology and
achievement.
Conceived, conceptualized
and constructed with the same
visionary approach that created
the Dodge Viper and Jeep
Grand Cherokee, the Eagle Vision is a clear symbol of ergonomic and engineering excellence. With a new development
philosophy, a dedication to product quality and a commitment
to accept nothing but the best,
Chrysler has breathed new life
into the sports sedan segment.
Sporting a variety of new
engineering advancements and a
bold new cab-forward design,
Eagle Vision has been heralded
by industry experts and automo-

it •

Eagii Vision
tive critics alike as a strong
challenger to the best road cars
worldwide. This positive publicity is sure to appeal to the
most discriminating importoriented sports sedan buyers.
The development of an automobile is typically a process
that takes from five to seven
years. Yet, the world-class
Eagle Vision was developed in
less than three-and-a-half years.

After carefully examining the
standard automotive methods of
developing vehicles, experts at
Chrysler determined that creating an industry-altering sports
sedan would require an entirely
new process of development.
Vision would be a sedan
designed to provide maximum
room for occupants — and
minimum for machine — with
world-class quality standards.

Despite shaving well over 18
months off of traditional production schedules, Chrysler
Corporation delivered on its
promise of a top-caliber, topquality sports sedan.

The standards were high, but
because they were established
early in the planning stages.
Chrysler engineers made them a
reality.

The origins of the 1993 Eagle
Vision can be seen in the cration of cross-functional "platform teams," a powerful and
effective new methodology for
the conception, development
and production of automobiles.
In order to create a world-class
sports sedan such as Vision,
Eagle designers and engineers
had to create a world-class process for vehicle development.
Product development teams
were formed, bringing together
a small staff of engineers and
experts of various disciplines.
These teams were created in
order to achieve a level of
cooperation between the various
departments that had never
before been attained.
A computer-aided, threedimensional interactive design
system replaced the older twodimensional system, and
minimized the need for timeconsuming clay models. By
using this advanced threedimensional system, highly precise fits of parts and body
panels became a reality early in
Vision's development. Other
advanced processes, including
finite element analysis and
computer analysis, allowed

experts to enhance Vision's
impressive frontal impact system and kept the overall vehicle
weight to a minimum.
Vision is the product of
Chrysler's new "platform team"
philosophy. This philosophy
called for experts from various
disciplines working side-by-side
throughout development, rather
than in a traditional,
department-isolated approach.
This new level of cooperation
allowed for dramatic and
accelerated improvements to be
made during the development
and manufacturing process.
The Vision team would not
be complete, however, without
the in-depth participation and
planning of the workforce that
manufactures the Vision. 7-he
workers at the Bramalea
Assembly Plant, where Vision
is built, helped design their own
workstations for better productivity and each worker is
required to complete over 80
hours of training.
All manufacturing, engineering and assembly decisions
were made with input from the
plant staff throughout the development of Vision.

OD
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The '93 Models Are Here!
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Up to $1.000 Rebate Or
5.9% Financing - For Up To 48 mo.

ffMirrEC.
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'93 Buick Skylark
Up to $1.000 Rebate Or
5.9% Financing - For Up To 60 mo.

0

*Or choose from our remaining '92 Models and save thousands more!

PURDOM MOTORS INC.
et:

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Murray. Hy.
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Eighty Eight • Achieva • Sunbird

Trans Sport • Park

Avenue '• Roadmaster

753-5315
Riviera • Skylark
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'93 Olds Delta
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Lincoln Mark VIII...

American made
Mazda is snazzy
sports coupe
Mazda M
This one could live on looks
alone — introducing the allnew 1993 Mazda MX-6.
Mazda engineers designed
this car from a completely new
angle. Because over the years,
trendy looks have taken precedence in the sports coupe class
while timeless styling and
sophisticated luxury have generally been left on the drawing
board. So you could choose
from cute. Or conservative.
But now Mazda offers the
sports coupe you really want.
The one you've always wanted.
The elegant and striking new

PAGE 7
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Mazda MX-6.
Long and low .with a wide
stance and fluid silhouette, this
is one coupe that makes you
feel like you've arrived before
you ever take the wheel. Its
lines are sleek, with contours
that flow uninterrupted from
front to rear. Inside, the mood
is refined yet exciting, with
comfortable 2 plus 2 seating
and complete amenities that live
up to the car's stunning good
looks.
One trip in the supportive
dirver's seat and you'll quickly
discover performance that's

New Mazda 626 is sedan
for the 1990s

swift and decisive. The 2.5L
24-valve V6 on the LS model is
completely new, designed to
deliver exceptionally smooth
and stable high energy. You'll
also enjoy precise, responsive
handling, and a ride quality that
befits the refined appearance
you'll present.
It's a totally new car. Built in
the U.S., and with the environment in mind too. And while
the 1993 Mazda MX-6 will never have to survive on looks
alone, it's infinitely satisfying
to drive the one coupe that
could.
One drive and you'll know
how it feels to draw a crowd
instead of join one. Introducing
the new generation Mazda 626.
The sophisticated, fluid lines
of the all-new Mazda 626 make
it clear. driving a sedan in the
'90s will be a very exciting
prospect, indeed. Because at
last, here is one beautiful sedan
that combines all the qualities
you value into a single prize
package.
Stretch out in the cabin and

rBS

he
C-

(Cont'd from page 5)

include illuminated window
switches, trunk-mounted cargo

otyled exterior features a distinctive Lincoln grille, new
front and rear bumpers, halogen
headlamps and taillamps, new
bodyside moldings and colorkeyed, heated remote-controlled
outside mirrors.

net, simultaneous front/side visor coverage and new leatherwrapped steering wheel with
center horn blow.

Interior revisions include all
new leather seat trim with standard 'six-way power recliners.
The electronic automatic temperature control and message
center allow for a smoother,
more comfortable ride.

The new 1993 Lincoln Mark
VIII will be available at Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury sometime in December. Stop in anytime and let one of our salemen
tell you more about this one-ofa-kind luxury sports coupe.

Support
Local
Businesses

The driver and passenger
Autoglide seating system allows
easy access to the rear compartment. Oter new interior features

you'll discover an unusually
spacious interior within this
mid-size sedan. The new 626
has more headroom and more
total legroom than either the
Camry or the Accord. And its
strong, rigid structure provides
the safe, solid riding sensatin of
a true luxury car.
All this would already ensure
a dramatic departure from the
standards in this class. But
we've driven it miles further.
Take the wheel and you'll take

on the spirited performance
characterized by sports sedans.
Yet, this is high energy with
the added benefits of being
socially responsible. Because
the new Mazda 626 offers a
choice of two new engines,--both
designed with the enviornment
in mind for low emissions —
yet still providing an extra measure of powerfully efficient fun.
The new generation Mazda 626
sedan. It could change the way
you feel about cars with four
doors forever.

Mazda 626

%
SPEED
[
PEOPLES
BANK
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Stop Here For
An Auto Loan
In addition to our other
convenient services,we
also offer auto loans that
make it easy to save time
and money.

miff

55,
Break The Speed Limit!
When you apply for an
auto loan, you'll get an
answer fast. You can even
have your credit pre-approved.

Smooth Out The Bumps!
At Peoples, you'll find
suitable terms and competitive rates. And you can
authorize automatic transfer of payments from your
other Peoples accounts.

Turn To The Best
Go to your favorite Murray
area dealer, make your best
deal,then come to us and
save.

Before You Sign
For A New Car Or Truck,
Call Peoples Bank
753-3231

PeoPles
Bank
The Hometown Bank

MAIN OFFICE, 5TH k MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,•I2TH & CHESTNUT•SOUTH BRANCH, 12TH & STORY• MSU TELLER MACHINE, CURB'S CENTER • MEMBER FDIC
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THE 93'$
ARE HERE!
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(502)753-6448
Murray, KY
Hwy. 641 North

